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PREFACE 

From 1947 to the present time India always tried to 

maintain a friendly attitude towards Pakistan despite the 

efforts of Pakistan to not only humiliate but also to de

stablise India by aligning with outside powers. This policy 

has been followed by all the Indian Governments but it 

reached its peak during too Janata Party rule at the Centre. 

Janata Party adopted a policy of strict non-interference in 

the internal affairs of Pakistan. In fact, this was the 

golden period in Indo-Pak relations. But even during this 

period Pakistan's attitude towards some of the major problems 

viz., Kashmir, minority isaJ.e remained the same. 

This policy was followed by Mrs.Indira Gandhi's 

Government when she returned to poYJer at the Centre in 1980. 

Taking advantage of the changed international situation (the 

Soviet inter1'erence in Afghanistan) Pakistan offered a "'To

war Pact• to India,just to Sbo'W the us Government that it is 

really interested in improving relations\dtb India lllbile 

continued to interfere in Punjab, tried to occupy Siacben 

Glacier and vigorously sustained its nuclear programme. 

This clearly proved its non-commitment to a policy of good 

neighbourliness. 

The role of Pakistan's military rulers to raise anti

India bogey to rally the peOple behind them created problems. 



It is in this general framework of India's continued 

efforts to improve the relationship and Pakistan's eyasive 

response, that an effort bas been made in the follo"Wing 

chapters to aT"Jalyse India's Pakistan policy. 

Chapter I deals with some of tm important issues that 

determined India's Pakistan policy. 

In Chapter II some of the major events in Indo-Pak 

relation before 1977 has been analysed. 

Chapter III is devoted to the nature of Janata Govern

ment's Pakistan policy. 

In Chapter IV the policy adopted by Mrs. Indira. Gandhi 

and Pakistan•s response to'Wards this has been dealt 'With. 

Chapter V comprises the conclusion. 

In the course of this "Work my teacher and supervisor 

Dr.~tancy .retly has been a continuous source of help and 

encouragement. She was al"Ways available for guidance and 

help. I am im.11ensely grateful to her. 

No words are enough for my friends~ Vivek, Rajiv, 

Abhay, Arurag, Soni, A nil and many others who tOok great 

pains in doing my editing work and going through the arduous 

work of proof-reading. My thanks are also due to my beloved 

Rashmi who always inspired me from far away. 

To the staff menbers of .rawaharlal Nehru U ni versi ty 

Library, Nehru Museum and Library, New Delhi, Indian Council 



of World Affairs Library, New Delhi, I am deeply thankful. 

They even 'flent out of their ¥Jay to help me. 

And finally my thanks are due to Mr.T.M.Varghese 'flho 

'l:!'ped the dissertation so neatly and in so short· a period. 



Cfl}ll?..~!~J 

INDIA'S P-lKI~'TAN POLICYJ SOME ~TE&MlNA~J'fS 

The foreign policy of a country is conditioned by al'l 

interplay of various factors a~d 1orces which are technically 

termed •determinants• ff policy. These forces and factors 

can be divided into two broad categories: 

(1) Environmental or situational and 

(2) P redi'sposi tiona!. 

While the first includes· the prevailing international 

situation, economic compulsions, strategic considerations, 

historical legacies, etc., the second refers to the fbreign 

policy outlook of the decision makers. Indian policy to'Ward s 

Pakistan can be explained and analysed in the light of this 

general framework. 

From 1947 onwards Indo-Pak rehtions have been, 

characterized by mutual distrust and discord. To quote 

Michael Brecher, rrThe relations be!ween India and Pakistan 

since the partition of 1947 have Oeen characterised by 

extreme tensions much of the time, tension almost all the 

time, economic blockade on one occasion ••• periodic threats 

of 'War and continuous ideological and political warfare 

'Which have produced to put it mildly, a shambles in the 
1 relationship between these t'Wo countries". 

-----------------------------1. Michael Brecher, "The Roots of Indian Foreign Policy" in 
Selig S.Harrison {ed.), Indi~nd_tbe U~~~States 
{New York, 1961 ), p.53. 



.The adversary relationship between the two countries 

bas been mainly a continuation of the traditional conflict 

bet"1een the Indian National Congress and the Muslim league. 

This has conditioned much of India's relations with Pakistan. 

Before the partition of the sub-continent the Muslim League 

contended that the Muslims and t!Je Hindus of the sub-continent 

formed two separate nations, that the Muslim League al~ne had 

the right to speak for the sub-continent's Muslims and that 

the sub-continent must be divided along those lines. They 

decided to work for Islamic ideals and to establish an Islamic 

state under the name of Pakistan. But it ran counter to the 

secular and multi-religious ideology of the Indian National 

Congress. This rivalry was furti1er increased by the power

hungry poll ticians and fanatic Muslim leaders who tried to 

'Niden the gap between the Hindus and the Muslims. Jimah 

regarded the Congress Party as a purely Hindu party2 and was 

of the opinion tba t the Hindus a"ld Muslims differed in ideas 

and outlooks, beliefs and ha.bits~and conducts and modes of 

behaviour3 and he demanded the division of the country on 

these points. The creation of Pakistan gave Hindu-Muslims 

rivalry a permanent constitutional form. As Keith Callard 

2. Keith Callard, Pakistan- A Polit,!cal Stud1; (New Yor~195?)tp.1. 

3. Humayun Kabir, ''Muslim Politics (1942-4?)" in C.D.Phillips 
and M.D. Main 'Wright (eds.), Partition o~_lnd~a - Policill 
~d Persp~iye~ (1237-471 (London, 1970 , p. C4. 



3 

has pointed out "In large measure Pakistani feeli!lg to'tiards 

India has been a continuatio~ of the political struggle 

before partition". 4 

Similarly, the way partition took place - with a large 

number of people migrating from one country to the other 

accompanied by tbe comnunal hatred and blood shed - was also 

responsible for tbe creation of an environment in which a 

cordial relationship YJas not possible. As the then In:Han 

Prime Minister, Jav1aharlal Nehru pointed out, "The question 

of Indo-Pakistan relationship YJas a psych:>logical thing 

resulting from the YJay the sub-continent was divided between 

India and Pakistan. There YJas a complete emotional upset of 

all the people in India and Pakistan oocause of this".$ 

The rejection of the demand for the partition of the 

sub-continent by the Indian National Congress and acceptance 

of tre partition plan in June 1947 led the Pakistani leaders 

to feel that India had not reconciled to the creation of 

Pakistan. Pakistan used the statements of some Indian leaders 

notably .A.charya Kriplani and Sar·dar Patel to project a 

feeling that India was interested to disrupt the very e:xist

ence of Pakistan. Jinnah lamented, "It is very unfortunate 

4. Callard, n.2, p.17. 

5. JaYJaharlal Nehru, Spee~, vol.I (Delhi), p .251. 



that vigorous propagania bas been going on ••• that Pakistan 

is ••• merely a temporary madness and that Pakistan will have 

to come into the Union as penitent, repentant erring son". 6 

same. 
In tbe~vein Ayub Khan wrote in his autobiography that "India's 

ambition was to absorb Pakistan or to tum her into s~tellite".7 

Bhutto even said that "in the destruction of Pakistan lay 

India's most sublime and finest drea~s". 8 

The Pakistani leaders deiiberately failed to recognize 
intuested. 

the fact that India after independence was neverLin upsetting 

the status quo on the sub-continent. Nehru is on record for 

having said tr1a t he was not in favour of the undoing of 

Pakistan. In the course of his convocation address to the 

Muslim University of Aligarh on 24 January 1948 he declared, 

"If today by any chance I were offered the reunion of J:"'ldia 

Pakistan, I would decline it for obvious reasons. I do not 

\oJant to carry the burden of P aki stan• s great problems. I 

have enough of my ovm rt. 9 

On anotte r occasion also, he made a si~ilar disclaimer 

in response to Prime Minister Suhrawardy' s allegation that 

India had not accepted Pakistan's e:xistence. "The people of 

India bad canpletely accepted Pakistan not only because 

------------------------
6. As quoted in S .H.Bruke, Main§.Qrings of India!!,_and f?akistani 

[oreign Poli~ies (Minneapolis, 1974), p.8. -----

7. Mohammad Ayub Khan, Friends Not Hasters: J.. Political 
~raphy (London, 1967), p .10. -

8. Pakistan National Assembly, ~~2., 15 March 1966, p.496. 

9· Bruke, n.6, p.89. 
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Pakistan had come into e:xi sten ce with India's con sent but 

also because all that had happened had made it perfectly 

clear that any kind of tte slightest reversal of partition 

would be highly injurious certainly to India 11 •
10 

This illustrates amply that Pakistan's attitude 

towards India was guided more by its domestic situation -

which "Was responsible for its lacl{ of identity, image and 

legitimacy - than by any statement or move on the part of 

India. The vast size, resources, population, military 

strength of India made Pakistan wary of India's intentions. 

A.nd 1 1n fact, this fear-psychosis of India and Pakistan's 

consequent effort for parity vis-a-vis India has been to a 

very great e:xtent responsible for t~ interference of outside 

powers in the matters of SOuth Asian region. Pakistan•s 

inherent 'Weakness and limitation of her position vis-a-yis 

India to counter India's preeminence by seeking a patron ~ho 

would support her in her diplomatic disputes with India and 

guarantee her security against any threat from that quarter. 11 

The search for countervailing India first made Pakistan 

turn to the commonwealtb. But when India became a member of 

ttJe commonwealth despite being a Republic, her interest in the 

1 o. As quoted in Burke, n .6, p. 89. 

11 • Khurshid Hasanl ~oreign Poli c~_Qf P a.ki st~LA!L£lalvs i~
US Pakistan Re ations, p.49. 



commonw-ealth dec lined altmugh sbe continued as a member of 

the commonwealth to prevent India exploiting her and for 

such secondary practical oene1'its as could be got out of it. 12 

Pakistan then turned to"Wards the Muslim countries 

particularly Indonesia arid Egypt. But these two countries 

showed no d ispo si tion wha.teve r, on Pakistan 1 s account to 

forego their contacts with India's charismatic leader, 

Jawabarlal Nehru. 13 

Finally, Pakistan tl.i..rl".ed towards the United states of 

America. In those days the United States too was in search 

for an Asian ally in the sub-continent, due to its geo

political and strategic importance and to carry out her 

policy of containment of the communist bloc in that region. 

The USA failed to persuade India in this connection as 

Indian interest was to maintain close, friendly and amicable 

relations with ooth the super powers and to keep herself aloof 

from their rivalry. Thus the hopes of the American impe ria

list circles to transform India into an anti-communist 
14 

bul~ark proved false. 

-------
12. Ian Stephens~ Pakista~~fen~e and Foreign_Affairs 

(London, 196j), p .217. 

13. Ibid., p. 217 • 

14. Y. V .Gankovsky and L.R.Gordon Po lonskoya, History of 
f_akistan, ~he_liegional Pacts_~d Pakistan(Moscow;-1964), 
p .224. 
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To enhance her security vis-a-vis India, Pakista..'1 

joined 'Mestern military pacts, ·i.e. South-East Asian treaty 

urganization (ciEATU) in $eptember 1954 a..'1d the Central Treaty . 
Organization (CBNTu) in .July 1955. Pakistan joined the pacts 

first because the Kashmir issue had not been solved and her 

leaders calculated that with a -weak military position she 
1 J 

would not be able to solve the issue. J Feroz Khan, the the'1 

Foreign Minister of Pakistan said: ''We -want them (memb;ers of 

the Bagbdad Pact) for our defence ••• our first duty is to 

strengthen our defence particularly against India no matter 

-what otrers might say''. 16 

Pakistan 1 s entry into Western sponsored military 
of 

alliances and the consequent supply"annarents to Pakistan wAs 

severely criticised by Indian polit:,cal leadership on the 

grounds that any addition to Pakistan's military strength as 

a result of her pact with the United States would disturb the 

1 area of peace 1 in Asia, bring the East-west cold war to the 

subcontinent and upset the balance between India and Pakistan •17 

India in pursuance of its policy of non-interference on the 

\VOrld scene wanted to keep all outside po\oJers away from the 

---------------
15. K • .B.Sayeed, "Preliminary Analysis of Pakistan Foreign 

Policy" in S.P. Verma and K.P .Misra (eds.), FQreig~ 
Poli~ies in Sou~h Asia (Bombay, 1969), p.73. 

16. As quoted in S.S.Bindra, "Indo Pak Relations: Tashkent 
to Simla A.gree;nenttt (Ne\oJ Delhi, 1981), ~!tan Time!i 
(Lahore), 8 December 1956. 
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region so that -f:.he people of this region could determine 

their future on the oasis of their free 'Will. But Pakistan 1 s 

quest ror parity 'Wi t:n India th"Warted Indian policies in the 

region and it became a major dete rmin~'1t in the formulation 

of India's Pakistan policy. 

Similarly, 'When P aki sta'1 tried to develop an ente'1te 

with China after the Sino-Indian border crisis of 1962, it was 

also primarily directed against Inii a. 

For a proper study of the detenninants of India• s 

Pakistan policy - it is imperative to take cognizance of 

the interplay of forces at 'WOrk within Pakistan since its 

inception in 1947, -wmse leaders have aJ..,.,ays been guided by 

t!1e need for diverting the attention of the people from 

internal !Jroblems. As ~anga t Sing~ has pointed out "The 

Pakista,•s foreign policy "Was tailored to .f>ak.istan•s domestic 

needs. It symbolised in partie ular the validity of her 

internal policies and served as a useful distraction from 

her internal anxietiesn. 18 

Pakistan's search for a national identity made it 

distrust India. Pakistan has been engaged in the process 

of establishing her individual personality and has been 

----------------------------
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"conscious of the fact geographically ste "Was neve_r an entity. 

A conquered Egypt "WOuld still remain :ii:gypt but Pakistan would 

be forgotten if it "Were say, annexed to another state for it 

"WOuld lack the national unity to preserve its identityn.19 As 

a result Pakistan "WaS forced to seek ber identity differe"'lt 

from thRt of India. Thus the Pakistan "crisis of identity" has 

an important impact on Pakistan's dealings "Witb India. 

Conflicts betYJeen the East and the west Pakistan until 

the final breaking aYJay of the former from the Pakistani: sta.te 

in 1971 also conditioned Pakistani policy to"Wards India.President 

Ayub realised that the strain of geographical separation of the 

tYJo "Wings 'With over a toousand miles of India in bet"Ween is a 

continuous one -

"PakiS'\.an is a unique country having two wings which 

are separated by a distance of more than a thousand miles ••• 

These tw "Wings differ in all matters, excepting two things, 

namely, that they have a common religion, barring a section of 

tbe people in E;ast Pakistan and that "We achieved our independ

ence by a com:no n struggle. These are the only two points which 

are comrron to both the "Wings of ·P akistan .. \;Ji th the exception of 

these two things all other factors viz., the language, the 

tradition, the culture, the costume, the ~ustoms, the dietary, 

the:! Calendar, the standard time 7 practically everything ciS 

------- -----------
19. Arif Hussair;1 Paki6tan.__I~.Lldeo1_ogY and_~ign PolJ;cl 

(London, 1 9 Ob ) , p • 9 • 
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different. There is in fact, nothing coamon in the tYJo VJi"'1g~~ 

particularly in respect Of those VJhic:O are the sine qua no~ 

to form a nation". 20 East ?akista."'l() alYJays complained 

about their exploitation at the bands of the west .. Pakista"liS 

a.1"1d even the cementing force of Isl~n was not strong enougn 

to unite the two wings of Pakistan. As Arif Hussain pointed 

out, "Even Islam has been able to produce loyalties which 

transcend provincialis:n only \tlhen India is presented as an 

enemy. Hence the necessity for an ideology of national 

survival in 'Which hatred of India is play1ng a major part". 21 

Pakistan thus tried to resolve the problems of nationhood in 

terms of its conflicts -with India. 22 

Besides the exigencies of Pakistani nationalism, 

another factor -which has added an irrational touch to the 

fonnu.lation of the foreign policy has been opportunism and 

unprincipled lust for po-wer in the people who came at the 

helm of afiairs in Paki~tan after the assassination of 

Liaquat Ali Kban. In fact there were tYJo facets of the 

problem. one, the elements which gained control after 

Liaquat Ali Khan ¥Jere not of representative character, and 

------------------------
20. Abdul Mansur Ahmad, Constituent .Assembly of P akist!:l.n, 

Deba~, vol.I, 16 January 1956, p.1816¥ 

21. Arif Hussain, n.19, p.15. 

22. Sisir Gupta, "Indo-Pakistan Relations", l!!t~nationa.l 
~tudie~ vol.5, 1963-64, p.177. 
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t'Wo, the politicians in their lust for the po~er, pa~ned 

themselves to t be former elements and changed their loy-81-

ties too often much as one changes one's shoes. 23 

Muslim League, the main political party of Pakistan 

a.t the time of independe~ce, ~as weak in the areas which 

formed Pakistan. In Punjab the Muslim League was eclipsed 

by the Unionists, a combination of Muslims, Hindus and 

Sikhs who ran the Government and in North-West Frontier 

Province the Congress was in power. Similarly, 1!1 Sind at 

best the League's hold was precarious. 24 

The political leadership lAlas provided by Jinnah, 

Liaquat and others who were migrants from India, after the 

creation of Pakistan. But after the death o1' these t'flo 

there W~~as no political leader of national stature and the 

civil service, mostly racrui ted from wealthy land owning 

classes, stepped 1n~o assume power arrl to distribute 

patronage among politicians. The civil service group firmly 

entrenched itself in power and played a skillful game in 

bringing politicians to ridicule in the process reducing 

the democratic set up to shambles. 25 

The dif :fe renee between the political system of India 

and Pakistan and tbe long periods of army rule in Pakistan 

------------------
23. Singh, n.18, p.30. 

24. Ibid., p. 31 • 

25. Selig S.Harrison, "India, Pakistan and the US", Ne, 
Republic (washington), 10 August 1959, p.14. 
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which perpetuated and consolidated itself on 'hate India 

theory' ..,as also to a very great extent responsible for the 

uneven course of Ind ia-·.)akistan relations. 

These things apart,there ¥Jere several problems and 

issues betYJeen India and Pakistan after and at the time of 

partition YJhich have coloL;.red Indo-l)ak ties. 

The minorities question caused great strai"1 in the 

relationship bet~een India and Pakistan. The b~sis of 

discord stemmed primarily from tt:-a divergent outlook of the 

Congress an:i the Muslim League before partition. 26 The 

gigantic rnass migration from both sides forced tne two Prirne 

Ministers to agree to a'1 Inter-Dominion Agreement of April 

1948 to protect the minorities. It stated officially and 

specifically that the responsibility for the protection of 

minorities rested on the govern.nent of the Dominion in wbich 

the minorities resided. 27 The en-mass migrations from East 

Bengal and Bihar resulted in an ascending curve of communa

l ism YJhich YJO rsened tne already charged atmosphere. The 

communal violence in East Bengal duri'1g 1949 and 1950, the 

YJar scare in July 1931, the place of minorities in the Draft 

constitution, the question of joint electorate and the 

Islamic provisions of the first constituent assembly dissolved 

------------·----
26. D.C. Jha: Indo-Pak Relati2,E.2 (1960-65) (Patna, 1972), 

pp.230-31. 

2/. s.L.Poplai,. India_j_947-50 (London, 195.Q), vol.II, 
pp.167-70. 
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in October 1954 greatly damaged the cause of minorities in 

' 

Pakistan. The constant friction over Kashmir and other 

problems ruled out a permanent solution leaving the situa

tion uncha"lged both for Pakistan and India. 

The second was too issue of evacuee property. This 

problem arose because of communal disturbance following tm 

partition leading to large scale migration of Hindus from 

Pakistan to India and of Muslimsto Pakistan. .Approximately 

9 million Hindus and Sikhs migrated to India from Pakistan. 2 8 

In the wake of communal holocaust most of the migrants could 

not dispose of their imrmvable property. According to the 

Government of India the iarnovable property Of the Hindus in 

west Pakistan was valued at Rs.5, 000 crores and the Muslim 

property in India at Rs.1, 000 c rore s only. 29 

The negotiations to solve the problem started on 

29 .August 1947 at the meeting of the joint Defence e»uncil 

of India and Pakistan. A.s the stalemate continued, In:iia 

decided to utilise the available evacuee property in India 

for the benefit of the displaced persons. On 9 October 1954 

the displaced per sons (Compensation and Rebabili tation) Bill 

was passed by the Parliament.30 Earlier India and Pakistan 

bad made strenuous effort through Inter-Dominion Conferences 

28. 

29. 

-----------------
D.C.Jba, n.26, p.232. 

India,_ Ram_~@h! ]tfQa~, · vol.42, 
col.),jtl>: 

19 March 1963, 

30. J.B.Dasgupta, ~do-Pak Relai12~ 1947-~ (.Amsterdam,1958). 
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to come to a settlement. In April, 1955 an agreement was 

signed at Karachi by Irrlia and Pakistan a.!'ld the disputes 

relating to the movable property were solved. 31 

The controversy over the financial issues which 

continued for years, also served ·to 'Widen the gulf between 

the t~o nations. on 14 August 1947 the cash balances of 

India -were about four thousand million rupees. Pakistan 

~anted one thousand million rupees as her share. India was 

not ready to pay, the issue was referred to the Arbitral 

Tribunal and Pakistan's share was fixed at 750 million rupees.3 2 

But Sardar Patel declared that the implementation of the 
' 

agreement was to be, as far as possiole, simultaneous with 

the settlement of the Kashmir issue. 33 This Indian stani 

queered the pitch of Indo-P ak relations and Mahatma Gandhi 

undertook a fast to bring about a reunion of the hearts of 

all communities. As a result the Indian.Government decided 

to implement the agreement. 

According to the arrangements agreed to before parti

tion, tl'E Reserve Bank of India YJas to act as the banker and 

currency authority for both India and Pakistan until 1st 

October 1948 when Pakistan was expected to set up its own 

31 • Ibid. , p. 2 03 • 

32. Ibid., p.46. 

33· Ibid·~ p .lf.b • 

-------
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independent banking and currency autbori ty. 34 In the month 

of January 1948, P akistan• s Finance Minister said at a press 

conference that the government of India had interfered with 

the Reserve Bank of India in the discharge o! its duties 

towards the Government of Pakistan. "The Pakistan Government 

regarded the interference not only as an unfriendly act but 

as an act of aggression".35 Pakistan carried the dispute to 

the Security Council on 15 January accusing India of designs 

of destroying Pakistan's monetary and currency fabric. The 

trouble finally came to an end on 1 July 1948, when Pakistan 

decided to set up her own state bank. 

A dispute also arose between the two countries regard

ing the division of mlli tary stores. Pakistan charged that 

India did not supply her with the military stores due to her. 

Subsequently Pakistan consistently used the dispute to prove 

Indian malafides and even justified the acceptance of military 

aid from the US.A on this ground. 36 

Another irritant which caused tension in the Indo-

Pak relations was related to trade. The partition upset the 

complementarity of economic relations. Areas forming part of 

Pakistan produced more wheat and fed the deficit areas in 

34. Ibid., p.47! 

35. Ibid., P·lf-7· 
36. Ibid., p.49. 
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India. Cotton produced trere ._as supplied to tne mills 

located in India and Pakistan in turn received sugar, coal, 

iron and steel from areas in India. A sta~dstill agreement 

was signed in August 1947. In the agreement it was provided 

that there ._ould be no restriction on the free flow of goods 

between the two dominions until 29 li·ebruary 1948 an:i no trade 

or custom barrier should be set up. Irxiia felt that the 

agreement conferred on each dominion the right to retain the 

taxes it levied and collected in duties, whereas Pakistan 

put forward a claim to a share on the export duty on jute and 

also a share of the excise revenue on the b~sis of the 

quantity of excisable goods consumed in Pakistani territory. 

India refused to share the jute and excise duty. Pakistan 

declared that it reserved the right to revise the a.g.reement. 

Another agreement \rJas signed in May 1948 for fa.cili ta.ting 

trade but the t\rJo parties did not agree on prices and tariff 

rates. 37 Soon, both countries were charging each-other for 

violating the agreement. They entered into a fresh agreement 

on 24 June 1949 on similar lines. The trade relations 

suffered a set back because of devaluation of Indian rupee 

and Pakistan• s refusal to do so. 3S 

The dispute regarding the distribution of the waters 

of the Punjab between India. and Pakistan added one more item 

-------
37. 1 bid., p. 51 

3 8 • 1 bid . -' p. 51 
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to the already long list of discords. A.s an analyst has put 

it, "Fundamentally the cru.::x has arisen because an area which 

bad been planned by irrigation engineers withOut regard to 

political delimitations became divided along political; not 

economic linea following the partition of the Indian sub

continent". 39 

The differences were in regard to the use of canal 

waters. India and Pakistan recognised the need for an agree

ment to regulate the supply of water and. also the abs~nce of 

any existing legal right entitling Pakistan to the supply of 

water ~ithout an agreement. An agreement ~as reached between 

the two countries in May, 1948 under which it was agreed that 

in due course Pakistan was to tap alternative source for the 

'Hater of the eastern rivers. But the Pakistan government 

refused to implement it and this aggravated the situation. 

At the insistance of Eu.gene Black the Chairman of the World 

Bank, a group of experts studied the problem after a tour of 

the Indus-Basin and submitted a plan to him in 1954.40 It 

was not, bowever, ~ill 1960 that the ~rld Bank could succeed 

in convincing the two countries to accept a draft treaty which 

was formally signed by the t'No governments on 19 September 1960. 

----------------------------
39. L.Rushbrook Williams, "The Indus Canal 'Water Problem", 

Asian B.eyi!Ut, vol.5, 5 April 1955, p.139. 

40. D.E .Lilienthal, "Another Korea in Making?" Collier• s 
~e~kly {New York), 4 August 1951 
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The border disputes were additional irritants. These 

emanated from the .boundary commissions which were set up for 

both Punjab and Bengal under the Chairmanship of S_ir Cyril 

Radcliffe. The Chairman had paid scant attention to the 

important 'other factors' besides the principle of continuity 

which by the terms of refere nee he was called upon to bear in 

mind. 41 ~ir Cyril even suggested that the final solution was 

possible only in political arrangements. As a result in 1955, 

part of the eastern border (in Patharia. Hills) was demarcated 

in accordance with the Bagge award. 42 The joint steering 

Committee set up in July 1953 discussed the problem of 

demarcating the we stern border in March 1955. ·In May 1955, 

the Home Ministers of Irydia and P ~kistan agreed to give high 

priority to the work of demarcation and roped to complete the 

work within three months. The occurrence of border violB.tion s 

and the short comings in the border lines formed the chief 

factors in upsetting peace and order in the sub-continent. 

The integration of princely states \olhich beca-me 

independent after the lapse of paramountcy, was also one of 

the major factor that determined India's Pakistan policy. 

As a noted analyst has stated, "But for the lapse of para

mountcy a clear line could have been dra\oln to demarcate the 

--------------------------
41. Publications Divisions, Ministry of Information and 

Broadca,sting,Government of India (Delhi, 1948), pp.22-36, 
as cited in Dr.s .P .Shukla, India and Pakis~!.!l_ (New Delhi, 
1984), p.7. 

42. In December 1948, a tribunal was formed for the review 
of May 1948 Agreement - with justice A.Bagge (Sweden) as 
its Chairman. 
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frontiers of the t-wo aucc~ssor· countries without leaving the 

princely states out of the process. That would have saved 

both countries the series of events that fostered a siege 

mentality in relation to each other and set-off chains of pre

empti ve action and reaction. with all the grievances and 

frustrations in respect of The Radcliffe Award, the boundary 

between India and Pakistan bas stabilised. So, but for the 

chain of events triggered by the lapse of paramountcy there 
• 

'WOuld be no accession of Junagadb to Pakistan nor an Indian 

sponsored upsurge to reverse tnat, no need for Indian police 

action in Hyderabad, no need for Pakistan sponsored tribal 

lashkars marching into Kashmir and no ~ccession of Kashmir 

to India. Just consider how large a component of hostility 

bet-ween the two countries would simply not have been t~re". 43 

After the lapse of British paramountcy, all the 

princely states decided their future but the rulers of 

Junagadh, Hyderabad and Kashmir created difficult situations 

generating a warlike atmosphere in tbe subcontinent. 

The most important and contentious issue between the 

t-wo countries was and is the p roble,n of Kasnnir. - A.s a 

Pakistani scholar bas pointed out, 

--------------------------------
43. Rajendra Sareen, Pakistl2_- the India Fagtor (New Delhi, 

1984), p .7. 
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"Of the numerous disagreements between Pakistan and 

India, tllHr conflicting claims to the state of Kastmir, 

~ith its predominantly Muslim population have been most 

prominent. If the two countries could settle this question 

they 'WOuld speedily resolve tlleir ·other quarrels. The 

fostering sore of this dispute has infected the relations 

of the two countries so seriously that it is responsible for 

failure to reach agreement on any other major iS sues."~ 

This, however, was not the whole story as an analyst 

has pointed out "Kashmir is tbe ou t\olard manifestation of 

Pakistan's conflict with India \olhich is more basic. It is 

the consequence and not the cause of the discord. Its 

importance lies in the fact that it helps .PaKistani leaders 

to rationalise their hostility to India and channelise their 

hate India campaign. It also helps them to contain dis

content from within and to divert it to unprofitable charnels 

in onier to keep tr.~eir oold over tbe massesn. 45 

The problem of Kashmir arose because Maharaja Hari 

Singh was unable to make up his mind as to which Dominion the 

state of Kashmir should accede to or whether it acee-de at all. 46 

This led to a tribal invasion which was openly supported by 

pakistan. 47 when the raiders were about to capture the 

---------
44. Chaudhary, n.17, p.91. 

45. Singh, n.18, pp.53-54. 

46. For details see M .Brecher, The Struggle JQ.~shmir 
(Ne'W York, 1958) 

47. Sisir Gupta, Kashmir: A St~in Indo-Pak R~ations 
(Bombay, 1961~ pp.11J:14: 
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airfield of 5rinagar, the Maharaja of Kashmir agreed to 

Kashmir's accession to India and signed the Instrument of 

Accession on 26 October 1947. 48 

The Pakistan Government declared that tbe accession 

was a 'fraud perpetrated on tbe people of Kasmir by its 

cowardly ruler with the aggressive help Of the Government 

Indian Government gave an assurance to the 

about the holding of a plebiscite. Even 

~ Lord Mountbatten's meeting v;ith Jinnah at Lahore in November 

~ 1947 and a meeting of tl~ joint defence council at Lahore in 
I 

X which Nehru and Mount batten participated, failed to arrive 
r-

at any settlement. This convinced Mountbatten that a 

negotiated settlement of the Kashmir issue 'Was practically 

impossible. 49 

Kashmir problem entered a ne'tN phase on January 1, 

1948. India raised the question in the Security Council 

under Article 35 of the UN charter. As a distinguished 

Indian says "India's request 'Was not for economic sanctions 

by the UN members against Pakistan or for severance of 

relations 'With her or naming and condemning her as an 

aggressor or for sending armed forces against her. In fact, 

48. V.P.Menon, The_§!or~ of Int~ration of the Indian States 
(Bombay, 19b'11, pp .... 7'/-B1. . 

DJSS 
49. Ibid., pp.386-91• 327.540549 

K9606Jn 
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it was a request under Article 35 of chapter VI of the 

Charter to •reco.nmend appropriate procedures or methods of 
I 

adjustment• for the specific settlement of disputes and not 

for 'action• with respect to acts of aggression as provided 
~0 

for in Chapter VII of the Charter" • .? on 20 January, a 

resolution was passed by the UN Security Council which 

provided the sending of a commission· of three UN members. 

Then on 21st April, 1948 by another rerolution a five

membered United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan 

was appointed to suggest an acceptable sol~tion of the 

Kashmir issue. 51 

After the anns supply by the US to Pakistan in 1954, 

India refused to hold a plebiscite as earlier conceded by 

India. Again, the Indian government referred to the mandate 

of the people of Jammu and Kashmir in the various assembly 

and parliamentary elections which had proved that the issue 

of Kashmir was settled now and Kashmir was part and parcel 

of the territory of India. But the Pakistani Government has 

yet to accept this Indian position and it has raised the 

Kashmir problem in international forums whenever it has got 

an opportunity to do so. 

In sum, it can be said that various factors, such as 

economic, political, psychological, environmental, etc. have 

shaped Indo-Pak relations. 

50. Gupta, n.4?. 

51. S/726, 21 April 1948, as referred in Bindra, n.16, p.25. 
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Qhapter il 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

An effort will be made in this chapter to review the 

major events between tbe two countries Y~hich shaped In:iia' s 

Pakistan policy till 1977. The major e-vents to be analysed 

in this·chapter will be lhdo-Pak conflict of 1947; the 

Pakistani acceptance of US aid in arms and ammunition in 

1954; the India- China war of 1962 and its impact on Indo

Pak relations; the Indo-Pak war of 1965 and the subsequent 

Tashkent Agreement; the 1971 war and its geo-political 

significance; the historic &imla Agre~ent and the Post

Simla Agreement phase. 

From the very beginning the a,i)proach o.f Indian leaders 

towards Pakistan was very conciliatory. Whatever misgivings 
it 

they might have had before the pariti ton, soon after~ey 

·oegan to regard partition as "a good riddance". Tbi~ will be 

clear from a speech delivered by our first Prime Minister 

Ja'Waharlal Nehru at the Indian Council of World Affairs in 

March 1949 where he said that -

"In regard to Pakistan the position has been a very 

peculiar one owing to the \rJay Pakista~ Y~as formed and India 

was divided. And there bave not only been all the upsets 

that you know but something much deeper, and that is a 

complete emotional upset of all the people in India and 

Pakistan because of this. It is a very difficult thing to 



deal with a psychological thing which cannot be dealt with 

superficially.... There is no doubt at all in my mind tbat 

1 t iS inevitable for India and Pakistan to have close 

relations, very close relations, sometime or other in the 

future. I can• t state when thiS will take place but 

situated as we are with all our past we can•t be just 

indifferent neighbours. We can be eitmr rather hostile to 

each other or very friendly to each other. Ultimately
1

we 

can only be really very friendly, whatever period of oostility 

may intervene in bet'Ween because our interests are so closely 

interlinked. n 
1 

Again, speaking in parliament on 7 August 1950, he 

enunciated a principle for dealing witn a neighbour like 

Pakistan -

"It is no good hav:ing an approach which iS nei tiler 

here nor there. I can understand- though I di.s·approve of 

it - the attitude of defiance and war. I can also understand 
do 

the friendly apprca ch but I not understand a middle couse 
" which does not have the advantages of either. It is a '\oleak 

man•s approach. You neitrer get the be-nefits of a friendly 

approach nor those of the approach of defiance... Therefore, 

we have nothing to do with a middle approach". 2 

--------------
1. Ja'''aharlal Nehru's Speec~s S-pternber 1946-May 1949 (Delhi, 

Goverrumnt of India, Ministry of Infor•uation and Broad
casting, Publications Division, 1958), pp.252-53· 

2. Ibid., 1949-53, (1954), p.296. 



ed 
Sisir Gupta point: out that despite all the inten-

A 

tions and declaratory statements, Indian policy had in 

actual practice always followed. the pQ.tently unproductive 

middle course that Nehru des pi sed. Mahatma Gandhi man:l.fested 

one such approach when he undertook a fast in January' 1948 

to force the Government of India to pay the 550 million rupee 

cash bala~ce which they had withheld from Pakistan on 

the valid ground that the refUsed cash would be used to 

finance Pakistan's war against India~ The other app!Oach 

was evident when powerfUl voices were raised in India in 

favour of police action in East Bengal in February 1950, 

when serious communal disturbances in that province of 

Pakistan threatened to affect the law and order situation 

in the whole eastern region of India. 3 

The case of this policy was defined by Nehru in a 

statement at a press conference three months before his 

statement on the •middle course•: 

"So far as we are concerned, our Government have 

declared that they will generally follow the Congress 

approach which does not mean - I should like to make it 

perfectly clear - a surrender to either communal prejudice 

or what is called appeasement and the like. It is an 

approach. That is all. Nobody would have called Mahatma 

3. Sisir Guvta, "India's Policy Towards Pakistan", 
~atiqn~ studjSs (New Delhi), July-October 196S, 
VOI--;8, nos.1-2, P• • 



Gandhi a person -who surrendered on any principle he held ••• 

He fought all his life but he fought -with a smile ard was 

al-ways prepared for a friendly handshake ••• -we want to stick 

to that friendly approach... non-coarnunal approach ••• without 

surrendering anything at all on any vital issue". 4 

Tre crux of Indian policy towards Pakistan w~s to 

live in peace \!Jith it arrl also to assutie Pakistan about the 
aid not 

peaceful intentions of India. India also~ntertere in 

Pakistani attempt to solve its Dationality problem and was 

al\!Jays prepared to give concessions.on minor is sues but 

never compromised as far as the Kashmir is sue was concel""!ed. 5 

India also tried to befriend these countries whose ~upport 

to Pakistan could have emangered India's security ard also 

prepared itself to meet any challenge posed by Pakistan 

militarily. 6 

"In short the posture of India was a status quo 

posture; its policies 'tie~ directed towards guarding a 

regional status quo in the face of the apparent and inevi t

able urges Of a stnaller
1 
dis satisfied and unsettled neighbour 

to upset the status quo".7 

----- -------------------------
4. Ja~abarlal Nehru\ ~ress Con£~~~e l&25 (New Delhi, 

Government of Inaia, Ministry of Ex mal Affairs, 
Information Service of India, 1951 ), Press Conference, 
22 May 1950. 

5. Gupta, n.3, p.31. 

6. Ibid. P. 31. 

7 • Ibid • f.> • 3 1 . 



It is in this framework that an effort will be made 

to e:xamine Indo-Pak relations during the period under study. 

Soon after attaining the status of an independent 

state Pakistan invaded Kashmir with a view to resolving the 

Kashmir issue by the use of force. Kashmir at this time had 

not decided about its future as to whether it 'Wantedto merge 

'With India or PaKistan or it 'Wantedto remain as a separate 

entity. And taking advantage of this situation Pakistan 

used economic and political pressure to annex Kashmir. In 

fact, since 15 .lugust 1947, the history of Kasl'Jnir was a 

story of pressures exerted by Pakistan and its supporters 

inside Kashmir to accede to that Dominion leading ultimately 

to open coercion in the form of' ~rmed invasion. 8 

Pakistan • s invasion of Kashmir on 22 October 1947 

compelled its Maharaja,Hari Singh to accede to India and 

sign the Instrument of Accession. Tbis deciSion was even 

endorsed by the people's representative 1Sheikh Abdullah. To 

save people from death and destr·u.ction inflicted by the 

Pakistani raiders, Indian troops landed in KaslJDir which led 

the Government of Pakistan to allege that Kashmir• s accession 

8. The purpose of Pakistan's unleasing of the 1947 invasion 
was not only to seize Kashmir by force but also to tackle 
Pakistan• s internal problems relating to tribal areas of 
the North-West F·rontier province. It desired to divert 
aggresi ve energies away from Peshawar and Punjab and by 
plendering Kashmir it wanted temporarily to solve its 
economic problems. See Sisir Gupta,_ Kashmir: A ~tudy i!! 
India:E,akist!!LRelations (Bombay, 19o7), pp .1 f7-2 • 



to India was based on fraud and violence.9 

Ign:>ring Pakistan• s acts of aggression the Government 

of India decided to solve problems through negotiations. An 

attempt of this nature was made on 29 October 1947, when 

Prime Minister Nehru desired to negotiate \iii. th his Pakistani 

counterpart on the Kasl'Jnir issue. Nehru's illness, lx>wever, 

obliged the Indian Governor-General Lord Mountbatton to go 

to Laho~ on 1JNovember 1947. His talks with Pakistani 

Governor-General Jinnab were of no consequence for Pakistan 

put forward some unrealistic proposals for India to implement. 

His proposal asking India to withdraw its troops from Kashmir 

before law and order was restored in tbe state was not 

acceptable to India. India did agree to conduct plebiscite 

under the UN supervision after the restoration of law and 

order in the state. 10 

In pursuance of its objective of ensuring peace and 

solving problemSbilaterally India initiated an Inter

Dominion Agreement which was signed betwen the two countries 

on 8 November, 1947. However, there was no tangible outcome 

as Pakistan was not serious about bringing a conciliation 

with India. Talks betwee~the delegates of the two countries 

-----------------------------------
9. Ibid., p .129 • 

1 o. For detailed proposals see :i,._b.id., p .130. 



also failed. Ultimately the matter was referred by India 

to the United Nations on 11 January 1948. 11 

Tbe first Kashmir war 12 was fought not for me-re 

possession o:f territory nor for the strategic value alone. 

There was a strong ideological component to the motvies of 

the two states. For Pakistan, the possession of Kasbnir 

was crucial to her ideology, namely that religious ideology 

could serve as the cornerstone of a state. To India, 

Kastmir,quite apart from its strategic significance 

demonstrated that even a Muslim majority province coUld 

thrive within a predominantly Hindu state, thus"validating 

the concept of the secular, democratic state. 

Sumit Ganguly in his book tn! Orig1nG_9.L!!ar l!! 

South-Asia bas traced the origin of the Kashmir was to four 

major sources. They are: (1) the existence of two competing 

ideological iorces on the sub-continent, (2) irredentism on 

tbe part of the Pakistani leadership, (3) the strategic 

location of Kashmir, and finally (4) tbe lack of sufficient 

institutional arrangements by the British to ensure an 

orderly transfer of power. 13 

------------------------------
11. Ibid., pp.260-63. 

12. Except the cease fire agreement of 1 January 1949 n0 
agreement was reached on the period'or deailitarisation, 
withdrawal of troops, the quantum of forces to te left 
behind the appointment of the plebiscite administration 
at the UN Security Council. Ibid., p .24-1. 

13. Sumit Ganguly, The Origins ~~r in South A~ia - Indo
Pakistani Conf_licts Since 1.2.!±2. (London, 19]65, p:1;.5. 
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Pakistan's entry into the we stern sponsored military 

alliances affected the politics of the sub-continent~ It 

introduced the cold war into the region as Pakistan allied 

it sell' to tbe US in the attempt to limit communist expansion. 

It also provided f.akistan wi tb an important source of both 

political and mUi tary leverage against .India. Jawabarlal 

Nehru's concern 'Was clearly reflected in a number of ·state

ments that he made soon after the formation of the tw blocs. 

In a speech before the lok Sabha on March 29, 19f6 Nehru 

stated -

"But surely nobody here imagines that the Pakistani 

Govemwent entered into this pact because it expected some 

imminent or distant invasion or aggression from the Soviet 

union. The Pakistani newspapers and tr.e statements of 

responsible people in Pakistan make it perfectly clear that 

they have joined the pact because of India. Eit~r they are 

apprebensi ve o1' India or tll3y want to develop strength arrl 

as the phrase no'W goes, speak from strength. Whatever it is, 

they have joined the .Baghdad pact and ~A.TO essentially 

because of tr.Jeir hostility to Indian. 14 

In order to undetmine any possible Pakistani incentive 

to use its ne'Wly acquired might against India, Nehru again 

repeated his offer of a •no-war pact.' In response, Prime 

Minister Mohammad Ali .Bogra reiterated the original Pakistani __ ,.,.... _______ _ 
14. Ja\laharlal Nehru, India' s_loreign Poli£,I (Ne,., Delhi, 1961 ), 

p.94· 
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stand on the no-,.ar pact 15 that ._itbout an agreement to 

resolve by arbitration,if necessary all outstanding disputes_, 

such a declaration ._ould have no significance. 16 

li'rom 1954 till the Chinese aggression on India, tbere 

""ere many efforts through bilateral and multilateral diplomacy 

to solve the Kashmir problem. But because or the atmosphere 

of distrust and bo stili ty and the un,.illingness of Pakistan 

to come to any conclusion, Indo-Pak relations remained 

nei tber too hot nor too cold. But tbe Chinese invasion on 

India in 1962 gave a new t""ist.to Indo-Pak relations. 

The outbreak of Sino-Indian ._ar and the subsequent 

._estern military aid to India brought about a drastic change 

in the situation on the sub-continent and a process of 

normalization of relations bet\.leen the government of China 

and Pakistan 'ffas accelerated. ..A.nd ._ben United States and 

Great Britain began to recognise that India now formed the 

kingpin in their strategy for the containment of Communist 

China and began to supply India with military aid during a~d 

after the Sino- Indian war of 1962, the pace of the Sino

Pakistani detente was speeded up. 17 
------
15. For a Pakistani view of the history of the ·~-,.ar pact• 

see: S.M.Burke's "India's uffe.t':-·:·· of a No-war Declaration 
to Pakistan: Its History and ImpOl't", Pak!.§S&.!U!Qrizg.n, 
vol.25, no.1, 1972. 

16. Gupta, n.8, p.283. 

17. Mohammad Ayoob, "India and Sino-Pakistani Relations", 
Internati~nal_::)tudies (New Delhi), vol.9, July 1967-
April 196 , p .291. 
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Pakistani leaders became fearful that the infusion 

of arms into India from U:e United States and the United 

Kingdom would give India a distinct qualitative edge over 

Pakistan. These fears led the Pakistanis to mtlke overtures 

to'Wards China and eventually to sign an important border 

agreement 'With them in 1963. Again, it made the Pakistanis 

more prone to consider the actual 1,1se of force to solve the 

Kashmir dispute before India became too strong. This 

notion took on the character of a no'W or never mentality. 

Pakistani political and mUi tary leaders came to believe 

tbat they either had to move against the numerically and 

qualitatively superior Indian forces soon or permanently 

reconcile themselves to the 'loss• of Kashmir. 18 

Thus, India's programme to modernise its military, 

intended largely as a defence against possible Chinese 

hostility 'Was perceived as a national threat in Pakistan • 

.A.nd it 'WaS this fear ol· India coupled with Pakistan• s inte mal 

problems and perceived Indian 'Weaknesses that forced Pakistan 

to attack India in 1965. 

India's internal disturbances in 1965 gave Pakistan a 

-wrong impression that there -was an opportunity to pressurise 

India for solving the Kasbmir question in the manner Pakistan 

desired it. After Nehru's death the»e "Were riots in South 

--------
18. Ganguly, n.13, p.78. 
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India on the official language issue in March 1965. The 

language riots ~ere followed by the food riots because of 

food scarcity in many parts of India in July and August 

1965. After these riots were· over a JeYer of the .\kali Dal 1 

Sant I•·ateh Singh insisted on having a separate PunJabi Suba. 

\>41th this objective he undertook a_ fast unto death. 

Pakistani leaders ~ere also under great domestic 

pressure. Wayne Wilcox has pointed out that the desire to 

strengthen his position and to overcome the internal 

pressures that led Ayub Khan to land an attack on I~ia. 

To quote him -

''Weake~ed in tl'E elections (in East Pakistan) and 

under pressure from Bhutto and the militants, Ayub Khan 

needed real success to restore trJe confidence or his govern

ment and of the attentive public. Sirce the base of the 

regime ~as in West Pakistan, that success had naturally to 

appeal to the values and goals of that region of the country 

~here Kashmir and relations -with Irxlia were the most po~erful 

emotional issues". 19 

These factors led Pakistani leadership to engage 

with India in the marshy ~astes of tre Rann of Kutch on 

the north wstern border of India. In drawing up the 

boundaries of India and Pakistan in tre ~stern sector during 

------------------------·----------
19. Way~ Wilco::x in K.,Sarv.·ar Hasan (ed.), Doc!&lments on th~ 

For§ign Relati~ns of Pakistan: The Transf¢A.' of Powe_r 
{Karachi, 1966 , p.167. 



partition, the Radcliff Commission bad fa.Ued to make a 
I 

ruling on the Rann of Kutch. Skirmisres took place in this 

disputed area in Ja.nu.ary 1965 as a result of Paki stan:i 

border patrols straying into Indian territory. The fighting 

escalated quickly through the month of April with the 
' 

Pakistanis trying out their ne,., patton tanks. The conflict 

"'as brought to a close through British mediation,at the 

Commonwealth Prime Minister's Conference. Under the terms 

of this agreement both parties agreed to revert to the stetus 

quo ante. 

Some Indian political analysts have argued that the 

Kutch affair was a probing grounJfor tbe strength of 

Pakistani men and material. It gave the Paki~tani military 

an opportunity to assess lhdian strengths and vulnerabili

ties. According to 5isir Gupta -

"Above all the attack on Kutch was a rehearsal for 

the conquest of Kashmir. Before launching a full-scale 

attack there, Ayub thought it necessary to try his new 

American weapons, the steadfastness of his friends and 
20 India's capacity to resist". 

Despite ceasefire, border incidents continued through 

June and July. On August 5,the Indian Government annourced 

tbat a major inflitration had taken place in Kasnnir and 

that regular Pakistani troops had been firing across the 
I 

20. Gupta, n.8, p.174. 
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cease-fire line. In reaction to this Pakistani attack the 

Indian forces occupied the Pakistani positions near the 

Kargil area. Contrary to Paki ~tani expectatio,s the Indian 

military follo~ed its strategic doctrine and made no 

distinction bet~een the Azad Kashmir forces and the regular 

troops. 21 

on September 6, the Indian forces crossed the inter

national border near tbe city of Laoore, to relieve the 

pre ssureJ they were experiencing in the Kashmir valley • 

.Another column crossed the border near J8lllllu .into West 

Punjab and moved towards Sialkot where a major tank battle 

took place. And it was this engage112nt that all but 

shatter€d Pakistani hopes about the war. 

As the war escalated, t!J3 wmle ~orld became 

anxious to bring it to an end. In the event, it ~as the 

Soviet Premier, Alexia Kosygin, who inv~ ted President J.yub 

Khan and Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri to the SoViet 

union,ror talks on 4 September,1965. The Indian leaders 

were willing to accept the Soviet mediation and they desired 

cease-fire to restore status quo ante ~ithout prejudicing 

India's political approach to~ards Kashmir. On 17 September 

---------------------------
21. Ganguly, n.13, pp.88-89. For a good exposition of 

Indian and Pakistani strategy during this war, ~ee 
I.orne J .Kavic, India'~ue st~ Securi.tt~.L::.2l 
(Berkeley, 1967). 
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1965, the Soviet Union renewed its offer of good offices 

and India conveyed its acceptance of ,the prolJosal whl.ch 

was immediate and po si ti ve. 22 But Ayub Khan expressed 

doubts over the success of the meeting. In fact, Pakistan 

was not keen on accepting the cease-fire,withOut obtaining 

a settlement o1 the Kashmir issue. But on 16 November,1965 

Ayub accepted the Soviet o1'fer and. srowed his willingness 

to talk with Shastri without any pre-conditions. In 

response Lal Bahadur Shastri conveyed his willingness for 

talks on Indo-Pak relations in general but ruled out 

negotiations on any specific issue 1including Kashmir. 23 

Inrtia accepted the cease-fire proposal because it 

wanted to improve relations with Pakistan. It (India) 
-the 

desired to restore pre-war normalcy by resumption of 
" 

diplomatic, trade, comnerclal and other relations 'fd th 

Pakistan. In fact, it bad two motives in accept! ng the 

Soviet offer: 

(a) to clear up the after-eftects of the war; 

(b) to improve tbe totality of relationship between 

the two countries. 24 

22. G.S • .Bhargava, Success or ~.!!I1fl.er? The §imu_sum~ 
(New Delhi, 1972~, p.33 • 

23. Ministry of External A.fl'airs, F·oreign -A!ta"j.r!_Recorg, 
(New Delhi), vo1.11, 1965, pp.171-72. 

24. !Ql& .§abha_Debates, series 3, vo1.50, 16 ~ebruary 1966, 
cols. ffi-12. 
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Lal Bahadur Snastri's speeches clearly indicated the 

Indian objectives in accepting the Soviet proposal. He said -

"India agreed to attend the Tashkent Sunmsit as 1 t 

believed in establishing peaceful and good neighbourly rela

tions,through discussion. The discussion at Tashkent soould 

cover t~ totality of relations between India and Pakistan' 

so that the two countries could live on the basis of lasting 

peace and mutual cooperation". 25 

The peace talks began on 4 January 1966, but a dead

lock crept into the talks on the issue of Kashmir. Pakistan 

insisted on the inclusion of Kashmir as a disputed issue on 

the agerxia, whereas the Indians took the position that' 

Kashmir was an integral part oi India and that it was not 

negotiable. The impasse was broken by eliminating a formal 

agenda. Again on 9 January there was a deadlock in the 

conference because Pakistan insisted on ~eluding Kashmir as 

a disputed area in the final joint statement. Through hectic . 
and skilful diplomatic moves and use of pressure and persua

tion, the leaders of India and Pakistan Ultimately signed 

the Tashkent declaration on 10 January, 1966. 26 

In order to bring about normal relations with Pakistan 

India wanted to sign a treaty of friendship or a no ... war pact 

-------------
25. Foreign Af!airs.Jlecord, n.23, pp.371-72. 

26. Wil.l.iam J.Barnds, India._ Pakistan and~ Great,Po\ller§. 
(New Ycrk,1972), pp.210-11. 



Y<i th Pakistan. It also tried to get Pakistan to agree to 

renounce force in settling problems between them. Irrlian 
' 

efforts were to eradicate all those elements that spoiled 

the relationship between India and Pakistan and develop and 

strengthen the economic and good neighbourly_relations with 

Pakistan. 27 I 

India had both short-te r:n and ,long-term goals before 

signing the Tashkant Declaration. The long-term objective 

was that the negotiations at Tashkent should cover the 

totality of relation ship between India am Paki stanJ ~ that 
! 

they can live on the basis of durable peace in the sub-

continent. The short ter;n objective was to avoid the escala

tion of conflict. Immediately after signing the Tashkent 

declaration Prime Minister Shastri said -
I 

"The meeting was held in order to see that toore is 

no escalation of conflict between India and Pakistan. If 

there had been no agreement (here in Tashkent), te nsi~n woul1 

have led to further conflagaration". 28 

As against this Pakistan showed little interest in 

pursuing long-term objective; o-btaining a durable peace '111 

---.....-------..---.------
27. [Qreign Affa~Record, n.23, vo1.12, 1966, pp.7~9. 

28. Brines,Russel, The Indo-Paklltani Qonflis.,~ (London, 
1968), p .405. 



in the sub-continent. Although they pointed out that the 

solution of the Kashmir dispute ~ould lead to good 

30 neighbourly and peaceful re la ~ions bet~1een the t'WO countries.·· 

In order to facUitate an early normalisation of the 

post-war situation in the sub-continent, Indian government 

agreed to relinquish its hold on the strategic posts like 

Haji Pir, Tith\llal and Kargil that it had captured in the ~ar 

of 1965 as an insurance against fu.ture Pakistani infiltrations 

into Jammu and Kashmir. It clearly shO'Wed that India ~as keen 

on maintaining peace in the sub-continent. On the 'Withdrawal 

of troops from the strategic posts, Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi later said -

"Sometimes you have to make some sacrifice to achieve 

a big thing. If peace and friendship can be brought about 

i . ' 31 between India and Pakistan, 'What \Ne have g ven 1.s very little". 

Ayub Khan also made an important concession by 

agreeing not to re-open the Kashmir question at Tashkent and 

his acceptance of renunciation of force for settling pending 

problems between the t~o countries. 

The Tashkent declaration 'Was to some extent a remark-

able achievement as it seemed to reverse the trends of the 

---------------- -----
30. S.M.Burke, Paki~~_fQ.reign Policy: A Hillg_£!.cal 

Analysis <Minneapolis, 197~}) p.340. 
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past 17 years and marked a ne'W era in tbe relations betY.:een 

the t'WO countries. 32 

The Tashkent declarations created scope for ushering 

in an era of peace and the settlement of diSputes thrvugh 

conciliation 1as had been repeatedly stressed by India. 

India's basic obJectives wereJtherefore fully vindicated. 

This de clara tio n, to In:l ia' s mind, constituted the essence 

of a no-'War pac t 1as in this agreement ~ai\.i stan had pledged 

to renounce force. The basic objectives safeguarded by this 

Declaration were: 

(a) to remove the irritants 'Which caused conflict and 

bedevilled the relations of the two countries; 

(b) to eradicate complications that had cropped up as 

a result of September 1965 war; 

(c) to uphold its stand that J·alllmu and Kashmir was an 

integral part of India; 

(d) to bring Pakistan to accept the renunciation of 

force and the adoption of peaceful methOds to , 

solve outstanding problems on a bil~teral basis; 

(e) to briPg Pakistan to accept the principle of step

by-step approach in the solution of complicated 

issues; 

(f) to bring :Pakistan to agreta to the principle of non

interference in the internal affairs of each country; 

-------- -------· 
32. Bhargava, n.22, p.26. 



(g) to ensure that the cease-fire tenns were observed.3.3 

Ho~ver, as it soon became evident, the Tashkent 

Declaratior. could not break the ice between India am Pakistan 

and another -war was fought in December 1971,which resulted in 

the creation of a new nation i.e., Bangladesh in the In1ia1'1 

sub-continent. In order to understand this fully, it would 

be pertinent to trace tbe evolution of Indian and Pakistani 

domestic and foreign policies in the post-1965 period. 

The Tashkent Agreement 1which was signed to us~r a ne\rl 

era in the sub-continent,failed to ease the tension between 

the two countries and to some e.xte'1t, it pe rcipi tated the 

crisis which resulted in the emergence of Bangladesh. 

i'ollowing the war of 1965 with India, East ll aki stan1 ~eade rs 

came to realise that Kashmir issue was essentially a west 

Pakistani cause1 for which East Pakistan was being made 

needlessly vulnerable. As this gre-w instense 1the sense of 

ideological bond between the two wings oegan to appear thinJ 

which as a result of certain other faetors led to the break

up of Pakistan. 

The events of 1966-19'70 can be swn'Ilarised as follows: 

they amounted to the fundamental inability of West Pakistanl 

political leadership to accommodate the hopes and expecta

tions of the majority of the East Pakistanis. Despite the 

------- --------
33. roreign Affairs RecordL n.23, vol.12, 1966, pp.10,49-50. 
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common bond of Is lam, profound differences bet'Ween East 

and 'West Pakistan existed: the 'West Pakistanis were of a 

different ethnic stock than the East Pakistanis (Bengalis) 

and they spoke a different language. In addition, the 

West Pakistanis regarded Bengali Islam as tainted by 

Hinduism and thus in need of purification.34 

Also the 'West Pakistani leadership did not view 

their eastern counterparts as equals and in fact dea,lt 'With 

tbem paternalistically at best am exploitati vely at worst. 

And added to this "~~>Jas the problem of gross economic dispari

ties between the t'WO regions. 

These cultural divisions and eco"'mic disparity, 

coupled with PakiStani leadership's (west) attitude to"Ward s 

rising Bengali nationalism,created the ground for t~ final 

break up of Pakistaa. 

To quell the rising tide of nationalism in East 

Pakistan and in the hope the1t the hold of ~LLe~gue 

(the party of Sheikh Mujibur Rerrnan) on East Pakistan 'II>Jas 

not firm, Yahya Khan ordered elections on 7 December, 1970. 

Awami League fought the election on the basis of its six

point programme and tu the surprise of West Pakista.n military 

regime 1won decisively. In East Pakistan out of 162 seats, 

34. Marta R.Nicholas and Philip urdenburg, Ba5gladesh: The 
Bi~QjQ£~Ne~~ation (Madras, 1972), p.1 • 



Awami League won 160 seats, but in West Pakistan the 

A~ami League did not secure a single seat while Zulfikar 

Ali Bhutto•s Pakistan's People's party won 81 out or the 

total 138 seats.35 

These election results indicated1\olith devastatil"'g 

clarity, the polarization of popular feelings between East 

and west Pakistan. The military regime recognised that the 

primacy of the military and tne "'est were in jeopardy, with 

a Bengali maJority in the National Assembly. To prevent 

this possibility, the military regime in consent with Bhutto 

did all that it could do, to postpone the convening of tt:a 

National Assembly indefinitely. Simultaneously, it also 

tried some sort o1. a reconciliation -with Mujib, so that 

western Pakistan's superiority remains there. Wi tb this 

• tn mind,Yahya announced a meeting of all th9 major parties 
• 
ln Dacca on 4 March, 19/1. But Muj ibi refused to attend tbe 

meeting. He called for a state-..,ide non-cooperation 

movement "''hich proved to oe 1a great success. Branding 

Muj ib' s non-co operation as an act of treason , the Pakistani 

armed forces cracked do~n (wi tbout the cooperation of the 

regional East ?aki stan rifles and t.CJe East Bengal regiment), 

in Dacca. 

' 
The crackdo~n bad mc.terial as -well as symbolic 

consequences for other regional po"Wers, particularly India. 

-------.--------
35. G.w. Cbowdbary, Th1 Las~_Qa;ys_Q,f_United ~kist§!! 

(Bloomington, 1974, p.127. 



In material tenns, it led to tne flight of several hundred 

thousand people across tbe internatio~l border, into the 

neighbouring Indian ~tate or west Bengal.. In symbolic 

te nn s, tl~ failure to transfer po ¥Je r to the Bengalis 1 

supported the long held. Ir.dian claim that religion alone 

could not serve as the basis of nationhood. 

The o1ficial Indian reaction to the crackdown in 

Dacca was circumspect. In .Lok Sao ha i'1rs .Gandhi on 27 March, 

1971 sought to restrain her i'ello¥1 legislators from making 

any incautious statements about the crisis in East Pakistan. 

T'WO e:xcerpts from her speech during the debate appear to be 

particularly relevant -

"Something new has ha.i,lpened in East J:>engal ••• a 

democratic election in 'Which an entire people had spoken 

¥Jith one voice. ~e had welcomed this,not because we had 

wanted to interfere in anothe.r country• s affairs but because 

the values for which the victorious Awami League stood were 

ou.r values ••• for which ,.re have al,.rays stood and for which 

,.re have al,.rays spoken out". She also said -

"We have al~·ays raised our voice for those who have 

suffered, but in a serious moment like this, the less we as 

{the) Government say,I think tr1e better it is".36 

-----------------------------------
36. Indira Gandhi, India and £lli!l&ladesu (New Delhi, 1972), 

PP·9-10. 



But t l~ continued flo"W of refugees into India posed 

domestic as -well as security problem for India. Despite 

this, India tried to solve the problem peacefully, through 

negotiation and deliberations .and by putting international 

pressure on Pakistan to solve its internal problem. Mrs. 

Gandhi sent F'oreign Minister S'Waran Singh on an interna.tiol"'lal 

tour 'Which included Mosco-w, Bonn, Paris, London, New York, 

washington D.C. and utta'Wa. During this tour, Singh tried 

to focus international attention on the situqtion facing 

India and to convince the leaders in these states to 

pressurise Pakistan to retrieve its refugees. 

Again, at tbis time an US-China-Pakistan nexus "Was 

in the olfing) 'Which resulted in grave sQCu r1 ty problem for 

India and forced it to sign a bilateral accord with the 

Soviet Union. This treaty ensured tbe support of a veto

-weilding super po-wer in the ciecurity Council. In addition, 

the treaty o1fered India protection in the event of attack 

by a third party. 

As a last effort to ease the crisis Mrs.Gandhi 

embarked upon a tour of western capitals. But this also 

failed to sort out the problem al"'!d -when on 3 December 

Pakistan attacked major Indian airfields, a 'War bet¥;een the 

t'WO countries started. on 6 December India recognised the 

Bangladesh Government. The Indian army -with the help of 



~ti_l!ahin!, finally liberated bangladesh from the clutches 

of the Pakistani military junta on 16 December, 1971. 

vdt h the emergence oi Bangladesh as an autonomous 

and sovereign nation state in tr.Je suD-ccntinent,the map of 

cio uth Asia. changed substantia Uy and the geographical 

structure has acquired a new dimension.37 

(a) For the first time a victor (India) had clearly 

emerged, which has led to a short shift in the bala~e of 

power between New Delhi am Islama'b;;td. Pakistan was cut to 

size. Its efforts to claim and attain parity with In:lia 

were appeared to oe doomed for ever. 38 Pakistan lost a big 

part of its terri tory, which it could not hope to regain 

easily. India not only came out of the conflict as an 

ultimate victor but also acquired a position which bad been 

denied to her for a long time by Pakistan and its western 

allies, by creating an artificial parity. The power gap 

between India on the one band and its regional neighbours 

on the otoor is so great that any intra-regional conflict 

'Wi tb a purely regional ini tia ti ve, became both dysfurycti on al 

and redundant. Today it iS an acknowledged fact in tbe 

Pakistani perceptions,of India's preeminent political and 

37. -------------------------Mohammad Ayoob 7 jn~a~Paki§~an and Bangladesh.: Se~sg 
£2£..,.!_New Relationshiy(New Delhi, 1975); Mohaumad 
.A.yoob, "The New Political Structure of Pakistan," 
International Studies (New Delhi/, vo1.12,no.2, April-
June i 973:-p-p:-rn3-266. , 

38. Girila.l Jain, "India-Pakistan and United States: Need 
to l:te-eJtamine Parity Theory", Times of In£!! (New Delbi), 
20 December 1972, pp.2-5. 



strategic position in tt.Je Indian sub-continent. The former 

director of Pakistan Institute o1 5trategic Studies wrote-

"The dismembennent of Pakistan has improved the 

long term position of India in the sub-continent and 

consequently in the region... India is n:n~ better a1;>le to 

face China in the north and to deal w,ith its scattered 

neighbours,than at any other time in the past."39 

(b) The second major change seemed to be that Pakistan 

was on the threshold of evolving a viable national identity 

for itself because of the failure of 'two nation theory• or 

tbe 'Pan Islamic theory'. As long as East and West parts of 

Pakistan ,.are kept togett.er for an uneasy marriage, it was an 

'ideological state•, but with the separation of its two -wi"',gsJ 
40 this false identity has disappeared. 

(c) The third major change seemed to be that India's 

image as the sole external threat and deterrence to 

Pakistan's territorial integrity bad declined1 as Pakistan 
I 

acquired trJe gee-strategic vitality, being the bUffer state 

inter se Soviet Union, China and India. Hence, a strong 

united and stable Pakistan was in tt~ security interest of 

-------------------------
39. S.Irtiza Hussain, "The Politico-Strategic Balance in 
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Ind1a. 41 And .Afghanistan has replaced India more arld more 
I 

as the major perceived threat and deterrence to Pakistan• s 

territorial integrity. This pas been so,because the main 

focus of dissent in Pakistan has now shifted to Baluchistan 

and North West Frontier Province (NW!t"'P) from the erst,hile 

East Pakistan. 

(d) M\otber major change or considerable significance 

was the transformation in the character and composition of 
I 

tte ruling elites in Pakistan. For the first time in the two 
' 

decades an elected leadership had come to po,.,ar in Pakistan 

(though once again with the overthrow of Bhutto regime on 

5 July 11977 the democratic institutions in Pakistan failed 

and army consolidated its power) and mutual trust and 

personal rapport had developed in tre Pakistani ruling elites. 

In the changed circumstances ,bich made tbe gao

strategic equation or South Asia in India's favour, India 

offered tbe band Of friendship to Pakistan. On 14th 

February 1972,India communicated to the UN Secretary 

General an o11er, to hold direct talks with Pakistan, • at 

any time, any level am without precon1itions•. As a 

result of this on 2 July, 1972 Simla Agreement was signed, 

bet,een Mrs .Gandhi and Premier Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. 

The basic provisions of tt.,e Simla A.gree:nent were 

as follows: 

------------------
41. La,.,rence Ziring, "Indo-Pakistan Relations: Time for a 
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( 1) The Government of India and the Government of 

Pakistan ~ere resolved that the t~o countries put an end to 

tbe conflict and confrontation,tnat had hitherto marred 

their relations, and 'WOrk for the protrotion of a friendly 

and harmonious relationship and the establishment of durable 

peace in the sub-continent, so that both countries may 

henceforth devote their resources and energies to the 

pressing task of advancing the ~elfare of their peOples. 

(2) Both governments ~uld take all steps within their 

po'Wer, to prevent hostile propaganda directed against each 

other. Again both countries ~uld encourage the dissemina

tion of such in1orillation,as ~ould promote the development of 

friendly relations bet'Ween them. 

(3) In order progressively to restore al'ld normalise 

relations bet~een the t'WO countries step-by-step, it 'Was 

agreed that: 

(i) steps 'Would be taken to resume communications, 

postal,telegraphic,sea, land including border 

ports and air links including overflights; 

(11) .A.ppropriate steps ~ould be taken to promote ~ravel 

facilities for the nationals of tbe other country; 

(iii) Trade and cooperation in economic and other agreed 

fields ~ould be resumed, as far as possible; 

(i v) E:xchange in the fields of science and culture ~uld 

be promoted. 



In this connection delegations from the two countries 

would meet from time to time, to work out t be necessary 

details. 

(4) In order to initiate the process of tbe establish-

ment of durable peace, both tr.e governments agreed that: 

( i) Indian and Pakistani .forces should ue 'Withdrawn to 

treir side of the i nte rna tional border; 

(ii) In Jammu and Kasbcnir, tne line of control resulting 

!J"Om the cease-fire of 17 December
1

1971 Should be 

respected by ooth sides, without prejudice to the 

recognised position of eit11€r side. Neitrer side 

would seek to alter it unilaterally, irrespective 

of mutual differences and legal interpretations. 

Both sides further undertook to refrain from the 

threat of the use of force in violation of this 

line. 

(iii) Tbe withdra'Wal would commence upon entry into force 

of this Agree:nent and shall be o::>mpleted within a 

period of 3 0 days, thereof. 42 

Before the Simla Agreement of 2 July, 1972 several 

other agre~~ents had been concluded between India and 

Pakistan. But none of them had· helped resolve the persistent 

-----------
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clash of interests betv.;een the:n - nei tte r proved useful in 

the estab lishrnent of mutual tru.st, co-operative understand

ing and peaceful co-existence. During the discussion in 

Parliament over ~imla Agreement Prime Minister Indin_Gandhi 

emphasised: 

"Simla Agreement was in pursuance of domestic and 

international policies1follo'Wed by India in these years. 

There 'Was great change in Pakistan regardless of 'Whether its 

leaders 'Wanted it or not. There are vast forces at w:>rk both 

in India and Pakistan and all over tbe 'WOrld for peace a~d 

co-operatlon". 43 

Sardar S'Waran Singh, the then Indian External Affairs 

Minister in his report to the parliamentary consultative 

committee of bis ministry said that this agreement was 

different from the Tashkent Agreement of 1966 on these 

points: 

(i) Tashkent Agreement 'Was achieved through the good 

offices of a tnird party, tna Soviet Union, while 

the Simla Agreement 'Was the result of bilateral 

negotiations, 'Without the interference of any third 

party. 

(ii) Under the Tashkent Agreement tbe parties had agreed 

to 'Wi thdra'W their forces to the 1949 cease-fire 

-------------.-----------
43. Ibid., p.72. 



line in Kashmir, 'Whereas according to Simla 

Agreement, the lndian forces 'W:>uld hold the actual 

line o1' control. 

{iii) Under the Tashkent Agreement Pakistan insisted on 

the use of some of the united 'Nations machinery for 

conciliation, but there 'Was no such provision under 

the Simla Agreement. 44 

Similarly, .5l,to>in Pal Das, the then Indian Deputy 

Foreign .Minister cited four major achievernents of Simla 

Agreement: 

(i) President Bhu tto of Pakistan put his seal to a firm 

commitment tbat there -will be no threat or use of 

force for settlement of disputes. This almost 

amounts to or comes very near to a no-war declaration. 

(ii) For the first ti:ne in tneir histot"y,India and 

Pakistan agreed to settle al,l disputes through 

bilate ra 1 negotiations, v.:i thout invoking any tni rd 

party. 

(iii) Pakistan had committed against organisational assist

ance or encouragement to any act,detrimental to the 

interest of peaceful and friendly re l~tions. 

(iv) l!'inally, there had been a de-internationalisation 
' of the Kashmir i ssu.e and denial of any further 

----------------
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role for the United Nations in this matter. 45 

The import~nt point to be considered and emphasised 

here is that?India made clear its genuine desire for a 

rapproachment with Pakistan and tried to remove the long 

standing Pakistani suspicion that India had not reconoiled 

to the existence of Pakistan as a separate entity 46 and 

her desire to initiate a new process of peaceful co-e:xiste!lc~ 

within the framework of bilateralism. 

After the Simla Agreement, several other agreements 

were signed between the two countries,to facilitate the 

process of normalization between the two countries. 

In September 1974 India and Pakistan opened travel 

facilities enabling citizes of each country to visit 

relatives and religious shrines in the other; In December 

1974, India and Pakistan signed a trade protoco 1 7 specifying 

tbe exchange of goods on a Government-to-Government basis 

with payment in international currency; Reopening of shipping 

services in 1975; In 1976}they agreed to resume private 

trade 1as a result of which a more comprehensive tradi~g 

agreement ~as signed and an exchange of trade delegation 

took place. 

--------------------------45. Ibid., pp.69-?0. 

46. The condition in December 1971 was such that if India 
-.anted to undo Pakistan it ~ould have done it. But it 
bad taken a different stand and unilaterally declared 
cease-fire1 on 17 December 1971 in the western sector, 
probably with the intension to remind Pakistani policy 
makers that India does not have any interest in undoing 
Pakistan. · 



Although this proved to some extent the importance 

of democratic institutions as a po si ti ve factor in the 

normalisation of relations between India and Pakistan, 

democratic institutions themselves are not enough for a 

smooth relationship which are guided more by historical 

legacies and mutual suspicions. ThiS was evident from 

Pakistan's reaction to India's peaceful Nuclear Explosion 

at Pokhran. The Indian Government tried its best to 

assure Pakistan of its peaceful intentions. 

Mrs .Gandhi herself conveyed the assura."lce to Bhutto on 

22 May that the nuclear explosion was "entirely for peace

ful purposes'' and reiterated that India had no desire to 

acquire atomic wea 1Jons,or threaten any neighbour. Regrating 

Pakistan's reaction,she reaffirmed India's commitment to 

developing friendly relations 'tJith all neighbouring countr.l.es 

on the principles of soveriegn equality and repudiated the 

suggestion that India had any amoition to dominate or 

exercise regemony over any country. 47 

But Bhutto -was not satisfied. ' On the one hard he 

-was protesting against India's peaceful nuclear programme 

but on too other hand he was also energetically pursuing 

a nuclear p~gramme of his own, designed to explode a nuclear 

48 thiS 
bomb. As has been now proved, he had embarked upon much 

" ------------------------------
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before the Indian explosion and therefore, Pakistan\nuclear 

programme could not be claimed to be a reaction to tbe 

developments in India. 

To conclude, one can say that from the very beginning 

India sought peace for the sub-continent. But it was 

Pakistan which always disturbed the peace of the region in 

collusion with outside powers who were bent upon using 

Pakistan for their own global objectives to the detriment 

of India's long term interests. 



Q!lapter_ll! 

THE J ANA.TA PERIOD : 1977-79 

Thirty years of Congress rule came to an end in March 

1977 and a ne'W party, i.e., Janata Party came to po'tler at the 

centre. Although foreign policy was never an is sue in the 

March e1ection of 1977, because of tr~ composition of coali

tion ('Which included many staunch critic of Indira•s.foreign 

policy) there -were some :tpprehensions regarding Janata 

Government's foreign policy. Although Prime Minister Morarji 

Desai took the earliest opportunity to reiterate his Govern

ment's firm commitment to the policy of non-alignment. He 

significantly added that "it will be a proper non-aligned 

policy and tba t it -will be fully non-aligned, no suspicion 

of any alignment with anyuody, we will not have any special 
1 relations 'With any country". 

un 29 June External Affairs Hi.nister Atal Behari 

Vajpayee gave in the Lok Sabha a fuller expression of the 

Janata Government's policy of "genuine non-alignmenttt. 

He said, 

''The Janata Party has said th9.t in the internati01"1al 

field it 'Will pursue a genuinely non-aligned policy. one 

can very "Well ask 'Why is the Janata Party so emphatic about 

genuine non-alignment? My humble submission is that India 

--·------------
1. Indian and Fore~gn Revie'W (New Delhi), 1 April 1977, p.6. 



should not only remain non-aligned bu~ must also appear to 

d:'e so. If anything we may say or do give& rise to the 

feeling that we have leaned towards a particular bloc and 

have surrendered our sovereign right of judging issues on 

their merit, it will be a deviation from the straight but 

different path of non-alignment. Janata Government would 

never allo'fl this to happen". 2 

In the same speech commenting on the India's policy 

towards immediate neighbour5 which was Janata Government's 

major policy planks he said. 

"We have recognised that our first priority must be 

to promote a relationship of co-operation and trust with our 

immediate neighbours. we share with them a common history 

and a great deal of common culture, but we also recognise 

their o\>/n right to determine their separate national fUlfil

ment. we shall be vigilant about our territorial integrity 

but pose no threat to ttleir national personalities. Over

looking any suspicions of the past and "lot denying that 

some problems will always arise with close neighbours, we 

believe it is in our separate and common interest to forge, 

on the basis of our geography, the sinews of economic. 

cooperation in the subcontinent. If we su~ceed, we could 

ease the burdens for all our peoples so that some of the 

----------------------------------
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Government of India (June, 1977), no.6, p.90. 
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sYJords can be turned into plout:;hshares and the entire regio"' 

can better tackle tlle corrmon enemy of poverty and inherited 

degradation". 3 

riefore setting out to define its policy toYJards I'fldia' s 

neighbours tl'.Je Janata Government first undertook a critical 

scrutiny of Congress polic~' on the subject. They found that 

the previous Government's policy surfered from a dugl;lty - of 

using 'good neighbou .. :l.iness' as a cliche on the one ba"1d and 

ad option of a 'superior and imperious tone on the other•. 4 

Because of that policy frameYJork., India's relations 

-with neighbours remained in 8 state of arrest. Therefore, 

tr:e Janata Party set about itself tl:le task of restoring 

credibility in its actions toYJards tr..e neighbours. They 

thought that tbis could be done oy building bridges of trust 

and co-operation with the neighbours - with deligence and 

trust' .5 Partici}lating in a university seminar in Ne,., Delhi 

in Hay 1977, he defined tr.€ !JOlicy as such -

"The Janata Goverr.ment from the 1irst day of its 

existence, set out deliber~tely to clear tt1e cobYJebs of 

suspicion, remove misunderstanding and banish the fear of 

interference. ~e have not only preferred strict non-

------
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interference in the internal aifairs of its neighbours, but 

also practised it, often in the face of great te:nptation to 

do the contrary· 

In seeking co-operation from am offering it to our 

neighbours we have never impose::- ourselves upon them. We 

have gently tried to exi)lain to them tte mutuality of 

advantage in bilateralism and allowed tr~ irresponsible logic 

of geography to arrest itself. we have conducted and are 

conducting an open policy of friendship, mutually advantageous 

co-operation and equal and 'beneficial_bilateralism• with our 

neighbours. There are no hidden undertones or traps here •••• n6 

The patterns and parameters of regional cooperation to 

be built through 'oeneficial bilateralism• were not defined 

clearly. There were however indications tt1at the model of 

'integrated economic corrunu~ity' t!1at existed in western Europe 

inspired the Janata policy makers. 7 The exrunples of the 

Co lornbo plan and regional coope ratio~ v.ri. thin the frame\>X)rk of 

the Commonwealth were also mentioned as points of reference 

in this re S:;;Je ct. 

6. Vajpayee, n.4, pp.3-4. 

7. Vajpayee, n.j. It was stated, "out if western Europe, -witl1 
all its criss-crossing international predilections and 
diversity could knit itself together in an integrated 
economic community, tr1ere iS no reason -why we in this regio!1 
ol' Asia should not be aole to do so. There is great diver
sity a:nong us, but tr:ere iS a great deal more that. uniteS us". 
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Expressing his ne'N 3ttitude towar-Js Pakistan ~t a 

press Conference in .February 19'!8 in Lahore, Foreign Minister 

Vajpa.yee said -

"Though Iniia happened to be a Dig country its approach 

was not that of a big brother. India wanted to improve rela-

tions 'dth it on the uasis of equ3.llty, r'bn-interference a"ld 

good'Nill ••• that India would like to go very f~r but the pace 

had to oe decided by .Pakistan". 8 

~imilarly, addressing a :nee ting at Ka tra, VaJpayee 

said "we are trying to improve relations with the neighbours 

countries, especially y,:ith Pakista'l"'}, for which we have exte'lded 

our ha"'ld of friendship but it is not a one-sided affair'•.9 

Again, in a message of felicitation to Hr.Aziz Ahmed, 

on his resumption of ofl ice as the Foreign Minister of 

Pakistan, Mr.Atal Behari Vajpayee said that he looked forward 

to furtller strengthening o1 the process of normalization of 

relations between India and ?aki~tan on the oasis of good 

neighbourliness and fruitful co-operation. 10 

In a move to normalise the relationship tr;e Govetnment 

of India unilaterally decided to release nearly 200 Pakistani 

---------------------------
8. ~a Ne~, 16, '1o .47, 13 February 19'/8, p .1, quoted in 

Lawrence Ziring (ed.), lt!L3ub::.QQ~ine!}t._in wo.rld tQ.litics: 
India, .It.~.JLei~!lQ.~ anun.~-Q~i._Pow~r2 T~\o/ York~ 19i3), 
p .127. 

9· The Stat~~~ (~1ew Delhi), 28 June 197'?. 

10. The Sund~.a_~dard (Delhi), 3 April 197 '/. 
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nationals detained in India on various charges. This was 

·in pursuance of the joint state:nent iss.j_ed on 14 Xay 1976 

between thE? foreign ;;)ecretaries of the two countries at 

Islamabad. The Government of India pro.~ided a liSt of 

nearly 250 Pakistani nationals to the Government of P9..kista'1 

f t . t d k d f . '1 l' t f 11 or repa r1.a ion an· as e or a s1.:111. ar 1.s rom Pakistan. 

India also offered a •no-war pact' to Pakistan during this 

period. But Pakistan• s f':)reign minister A.ziz Ahmed said 

that a •no war pact• ¥lith India would be "meaningless" 

unless it provided for a 'self-executing mr=.chinery" for a 

"?eaceful self sett.Le,ne'1t" of disputes. 12 

A.n agree;nent to impruve te_._ecornnunication services 

bety.;een India and Pakistan was signed. It linked the tYK) 

countries via satellite. Till then communication f9.cilities 

between the two countries was tbrvu.gh lal"''d lines across. t11e 

Amri tsar Lahore border. Noy.; that t11e satellite service is 

available it will provide two telephone circuits, and one 

each for telex and telegram between Bombay and Karachi one 

circuit each for telephone and telegram will also be 

available between New Delhi and Islarnabact. 13 

----------~---

11. ~_ln_qia!l,_~~~~ (New Delhi), 20Hay 1977. 

12. The Hinduilin Ti.~~ (New DeUji), 2nd July 1977. 

13. '!'_he India!2.J~.~d£~ (New Delhi), 12 October 1977. 



The e:xec u.tion of the policy oi 'beneficial bilatera

liSm' had three important dimensi~1s viz. (i) person~l 

rapport (ii) political neutrality and non-interference in 

internal affairs (iii) economic di:nension or accommodation. ': 4 

The Janata Governnent• s Pakistan policy 'Will be 

ana lysed on the uasis of these three factors. 

The Janata Government sought to esta·olish personal 

rapport at the highest level "With the counterpart in Pakistan. 

~ith this objective in vie"W ltc:-eign Hinister Vajpayee paid a 

goodY~ill visit to ?aidsta..l"l for t:Oree days irom 8 E'eb~ary 19'?3 

Prior to his visit, doubts 'Were expressed oec a use of Vajpayee • s 

backgroun1 and his corn:rJE>nt that ~»!Jlla agreement 'WaS a 'stab 

in the oack' • 15 

In his speech at a dinner r~sted by ~gha tihahi on 

6 ~ebruary 1978 VaJpayee said -

"For my part I am truly convi'1ced that neither .India 

nor Pakistan can realise its full potential for progre~s 

u~leS3 both countries with full re sj;)ect for each others 

inde};enjence sovereignty ani territorial integrity, march 

side by side and seek ways and means to forge meaningful and 
' 

mutually beneficial co-operation". 
16 

---------
14. S.D. Muni, "India's :aeneficial Bilateralism in Soutb Asia" 

Ind!_a ~.r,ua.rte£1:'! (New Delhi), ~wl.35, no.4, October-December 
1979, p71+1E:' 

1 5. T ne_Iimes of _In£~ (Ne¥~ Delhi), 26 January 197 8. 

16. Foreign Afi a,1rs_Reco~, no .2, .teuruary 19'73, p .93. 



Speaking to newsmen at a press conference in Islamabad 

on 7 Feoruary 1978 Vajpayee outlined the tangible gains of 

his visit. These were related to stationing of JOurnalists 

on a reciprocal basis, more frequent exchange of visits_, 

liberalisation and simplification of visa decision,to resume 

talks on Sal~l project and development of trade on a two way 

basis. D· .... ring t.his visit, Vajpayee_ dispelled apprehensions 

in the Pakistani minds arising out of his Jansangh/RSS back

ground. 

By saying that people had voted for the Janata Party 

on the basis of its common progra~me and what he said in the 

past was just a minority opinion. 17 He also charmed his 

Pakistan audience by love for and command of urdu 
1 ,g 

poetry. 

He also assured the pressmen tbat the Janata Party• s 

policy on nuclear weapons differed from the stand taken by 

the erstwhile gover~nent and India would not manufacture 

them. 

on Kashmir he made two points, first, it was not 

possible to resolve 30 years old Kashmir problem during his 

three day visit nor had he carried any specific proposal or 

package deal with him. Secondly, on Kashmir, it would be 

more sensible to put emphasis on the present and the future 

17. Hingy_ (Madras), 8 February 1978. 

18. Dawn (Karachi), 9 and 10 February 1978. 



rather than hark back to past events arxl resolutions. 19 

Responding to Vajpayee•s speech, Aga Shahi said on 

6 February 1978 -

"Pakistan fervently believed in a just solution of 

the Kasl'lnir problem lihich bad bedevilled relatio!'lS bet..reen 

Pakistan and India for far too long arxl that a solution 

._ould us be r in a neli era of fruitful artl harmonious relations 

bP-tVJee-''l the t .. o countries and open too path of "Wide ,coopera

tion in many fields". 20 

Commenting on his good"Will visit to Pakistan in 

Par llament, Vajpayee said -

"I do not think I would be "Wrong if I say that the 

discussion I had 'With Pakistani leaders have led to a better 

understanding and have helped in the task of removing mis

apprehension, promoting greater good'Will and better under

standing bet"Ween the two countries. With greater contact 

betVJeen the t"Wo peoples and the established governnents, 

there can gro'W a climate of trust and confidence in 'Which 

problems can be solved and good neighbourliness can be 

patiently fostered. India stands ready to co-operate in 

the gro"~Nth of such relations to the extent Pakistan iS 

willing to go. 21 

19. S .c .Gangal, •Janata' s For.eigtl Policy: Achievements 11 , The 
Indian E~ss (Ne,. Delhi), 20 December 1978. · 

20. Foreign Af{airs Record, no.2, February 1978, P·96. 

21. Ibid., P·99· 



The second most important dimension of Janata•s 

policy of 'beneficial bilateralism• "W~S the strict non

interference in the internal politics of a neighbouring 

country. ~hen the military took over po"Wer in Pakistan 

following a coup the Indian foreign minister said that it 

was Pakistan's internal af'iair aT'ld India had nothing to say 

on that. 22 He reiterated this position during his official 

visit to Pakistan in :tebruary 1978 and said that. Lndia 

respected the right of eact1 country to deter:nine it!'> politi

cal system. 23 

Even on such issue like deat:n sentence of Zuliikar 

Ali Bhutto India took a neutral approach and did not ap~al 

to Zia-ul-Haq for Bbutto•s release. Prime Minister MoM.rji 

Desai toL.'i that this would be an interference in the internal 

affairs of other country a."ld since India is committed to non

interference he will make no comment. 24 

..Uso on the 4.ue stion of Us arrns supply to Pakistan 

Vajpayee said that India had conveyed her 1 concern' to 

\\ashington over the reported US decision to supply anns to 

Pakistan. He, no"Wever, told th~t 'the sales pertain to an 

ongoing programme going back several years for referbishing 

of equipment previously supplied by the US to Pakistan.• 25 
----·------------ ---
22. 

23. 
r' 
~'+• 

Foreign Afff!i rs Record, vol.23, no .7, July 1977, p .129. 

Ibid., vol.24, rn.2, February 1978, p.98. 

The Tribune (Chandigarh), 23 March 1978; The Amrit Bazar. 
f_atrrk...!,"{calcutta), 9 ~pril 1978. 

25. The Natioll21.J.i!!rald (Ne'W Delhi), 5 April 1977. 
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Some scholars are of the opinion that Ja!'lata Govern

mentIS Stand on internal affairS Of other COUntries 

(particularly neighbours) 'Went to farcical length, even at 

the cost of a clear tilt in favour of a military and 

authoritarian regime. But as Vajpayee pointed out the basis 

of neutrality and non-inte rfere'1c e in internal affairs wa.s 

that India should co-exist and co-operate with countries 

having different social systems and at varying levels of 

development. 26 

The third important dimension of Janata Party•s 

foreign policy towards neighbours v.-as tl1at of economic 

accotmnodation,tlJe most important manifestation of that was 

t!le agreement on Salal Hydro ~lectric Project 'Which was signed 

bet..,,een the two countries on 14 April.1978 at the time of 

Pakistan's .Foreign Minister Agha Shahi's visit to India. 27 

It may be pointed out that the Indus water Treaty of 

the 1960 bad provided for the exclusive use of three eastern 

rivers (Sutlej, Ravi and beas) by India after a transition 

period of ten years and Chenab, Jhelum and Indus by Pakistan 

except for limited use in the upper catchment area in Kashmir, 

It 'fJaS also provided in the treaty that during this period 

------------------------------
26. S.D. Muni, n.14, p.424. 

27. For te:xt of the agreement see India, ~3abha ~tes, 
vol.13, no.37, cols.257-)9. 
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India was expected to give Pakistan more supplies from 

eastern rivers and Pakistan was to build its network of 

canals the cost of YJhich 'v.'as to be be a red by P ak.i stan with 
I 

substantial aid from World Bank and India. Under that tre~ty 

Pakistan as the lo~er riparian state was allowed to inspect 

the design and without its approval India could not build a~y 

dam or structure obstructing the flo~ of waters of rivers 

allocated to Pakistan. 28 

The project on the river Chenab at aeasi in the state 

of Jammu and Kashmir "Was planned by the Indian Central Po"Wer 

and Water Commission. The entire proposal "Was sent to the 

government of Pakistan for its approval and the Pakistani 

officials were also allowed to inspect tre site in 1970. 

The major ob~ection from the Pakistani side was that the 

structure would obstruct the flow of water and by storing 

water India could flood Pakistan at ~ill and destroy Pakistan• s 

economy particularly in the event of a war. The objection 

¥Jas particularly to the gated spill"Way as this could make 

the plant capable of raising artificially the water level in 

the operative pool above tbe full pondage leve 1. Pakistan 

also objected to the provision of outlets belo'~ the dead 

storage level as well as to the proposed level of i"'ltake for 

------------------
2 8. :For details see S.isir Gupta, "The Indus 'Water Treaty 19 60" 

Foreign Aff~irs Report, vol.99, :Uece:nber 1960,pp.153-64. 
Ru shbrook \~ illi ams 1 "Significance of the Indus Water 
Treaty", Asi~Revlew, vol.57, July 1961, pp.163-73. 
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the turbines fearing that the intakes would be located at 

a higher level than that provided in the plants design. 

The Indian design, according to Pakistan .. •as going to put 

obstacles in tte "Way of Pakistan's full use of Chenab 

waters as acceded to it under the Indus treaty. 29 

India pointed out that it could not harm Pakistan 

without damaging its O'Wn interests. India also maintained 

that the treaty of 1960 gave her the right to build the dam 

and store water for the purpose. 

Although negotiation took place on this issue during 

1974-76 and some of the differences pertaining to the design 

'Were cleared, because of the lack of poll tical will of the 

Bhutto government the a!reement was not reached at that time. 

As was pointed out by a Pakistani joumal, that Bhutto cculd 

not conclude the agreement because of his pre-occupation 

with the March 1977 election. He did not want to sign the 

agreement otherwise it would backfire politically at home.3° 

The Janata government after coming to power took up 

the issue and invited Agha Sbahi for discussions on tbe 

project. The discussions took place in the spirit of 

cordiality and friendship and as a result o.n agreement was 

29. As cited in Surendra Cbopra,~t-~imla Indo-~ Relati~ 
Confrontat!Qu_to De-es~!~~on (New Delhi, 19S8 . n.221: 
Y!ewpoint, "Delhi Talks", 23 April 1978, p.3. . 

30. As cited in ibid • 1 p .22,; A!!a.n Recorder, 7-13 May 197 8, 
pp .14298 and 1429';;1· 
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signed on 14 April 1978. Agha Shahi remarked that the 

agreement 1Nas another step fo r1Nard to'Nards the road to Indo

Pakistan friendship and nonnalization of relations. He 

added tba.t it augured well for. strengthening co-operation 

bet,..·een the t1No countries. 31 Supporting the Salal agreement 

Vajpayee said in the Lok Sabha: 

"The agreement once again de.monstrate s that the Janata 

Government :respects inherited obligations and seeks to build 

1Nith greater vigour cooperative relations ~ith our immediate 

neighbours. The agree.nent 1Nould enable the sub-continent to 

become an area of stability and thus enable the region to 

optimise their natural resources and spur their development 
of 

and promote the 1Nell being~the people in the countries of 

the region". 32 

India agreed to reduce the height of tl:Je dam as ~ell 

as abandon the plans for the storage of ~ater, ~hile'Pakista!'") 

gave up its demand for compensation in cash. According to 

the agreement the height o1 the Spillway 1NOuld be 30 feet and 

all tbe sluices shall be closed \lithin one year of the date 

of first filling of tbe reservoir up to full pondage level 

or 1Nithin three years of the date of first filling of the 

31. As cited in ibid., P·227; Commerce "Salal Project: 
Hurdles Crossed", 22 April 1978, p.633. 

32. Dawn (Karachi), 15 April 1978. 
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reservoir up to tbe crust of t.be spill~ay, ~hichever ~as 

earlier. Adequate provisions 'WOuld be made to meet any 

emergency if the safety 01 tl1e plant ~as endangered. 

According to e1:pe rts the salient feature of the Salal p la.nt 

included full pondage level not higher than elevation 1600 

feet i.e..da storage capacity not exceeding 230,303 acre feet 

and 12 spillway gates 50 .feet ~ide and 30 feet high. The 

agree:nent provided for the resolution of any conflict which 

might arise by the appointment oi' a neutral e1:pert as 

provided in the Indus Treaty. The t\t.·o governments were 

also el:pected to cooperate and hold consUltations if an 

emergency occurred. 33 

Some critics point out t112.t it ~as a kind of sell out. 

Margaret Alva a Congress leader said tbat the agreement was 

concluded on their (Pakistan's) terms and ••• given in ulti

mately to certain adjustments ~hich tr.Jey (P akistanies) wa""~ted. Jl..j 

It h2s been argued tbat the Janata Government gave 

a~ay India's vital interests made concessiOns disproportionate 

to any possible returns and invested :nilitary dictators,hip 

~i th more respectability than was "ft·arra~ted. 

Despite all tbis U.Je agreement was generally welcomed 

in both the countries as having great significance. Its 

significance can be judged on the basis of follo~ing observa-

tions. 

------------------------------33. Chopra, n.29, p.229. 

34. Margaret Alva, "Janata•s Foreign Policy: A. Critique", 
in K.P .Misra (Pd. ) , Jan a ta~ Foreign Pol ill (New Delhi, 
1979), p.16. 
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Firstly, it had brought to an end a potentially 

explosive dispute which bad dragged on for eight years and 

YJhicb could have embittered the relations between the two 

countries. 

Secondly, it was a tangible manifestation of the 

policy of peace and good neighbour ~iness, which both tr.e 

governments professed to 1'ollow.35 

Thirdly, Pakistani fear of inundation of Pakistan 

was also removed by this accord because of the removal of 

the rear of storage. 

' Fourthly, it was signed to the satisfaction of both 

the parties wihout the intervention of •neutral experts• 

which would have meant foreign interference in the affair 

of the tv.c countries. 36 It was in consonance with Irrlia•s 

general stand that there is no problem bet~een the neighbours 

which could not be solved bilaterally~ 

Fifthly, it was likely to ravo).u tioni se the economy 

of backward areas of Jammu and Kashnir by providing eight 

million kw of power. It was also like to provide power to 

other northern states. 37 
' 

----------------------------
3 5. ,J2!~ (Karachi), "The Salal Accord 11

, 16 April 197 8. 

36. As cited in Chopra, n.29, p.229; viewpoint, no.24, 
23 April 1978, p.3. 

37. Chopra, n.29, p.229. 
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Indo-Pak trade relations. were no less important to 

the process of normalization of relations between the tv.ro 

countries during t be period under survey. In the post

simla pact period trade on a limited scale slowly picked up 

at the state level and continued in low key. The Janata 

Gove:rn100nt made renewed efforts to give a boost to tre trade 

relations between the tYJO countries. The progress of Indo-
' 

Pakistani trade relations was reviewed at official level 

talks in New Delhi on 11 April 1977.38 India and Pakistan 

agreed on 14 April 1977 to set up a ~ecretary level Committee 

to provide the necessary institutio'1al mecha~"~is:n to promote 

trade bet"1een the t-wo countries. India's main exports to 
.• 

Pakistan included coal, ce:nent, tea, betel leaves, drugs, 

cables and transmission to-wers. The oa.iance \>Jas thus 

heavily weighed in India's favour. After tr.e talks India 

agreed to buy wore goods from Pakistan in order to reduce 

trJe trade gap. P aki stan• s trade with India being mainly 

based on imports from India, the .i..yallpur Chambers of comrne rce 
-, 

and Industry made the suggestion tnat trade with India should 

be handled on 'barter basis' and not on •cash-basis•.39 

During Vajpayee' s visit to Islamabad in Febxuary 1978 

talks were held on Indo-Pak trade, in the course of which 

-----------------·-------------
38. IDSA, lli!~_(New Delhi), April 197/, p.54. 

39. Ibid., May 1977, p.131. 
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General Zia-ul-Haq made it clear that ~bile he did not 

object to increased imports from India the exchanges needed 

to be balanced and not allov.ed to drift into a •one-~ay 

traffic• •40 Returning from Pakistan, Vajpayee told the 

reporters at the Delhi airport that during his talks ~ith 

Pakistani leaders emphasis ~as laid on ways and means to 

e:xpani trade. 

Initially, imports from Pakistan tended to be on a 

very low scale and the large deficit caused a great deal of 

concern to Pakistan. 41 This trend see:ned to have been 

later reversed as Indian imports from Pakistan were reported 

to have touched the level of ?.s·. 27 croroes by the end of the 

financial year 1978-79.42 However, trere was no app~eciable 
expansion on bilateral.trade oetween the two countries. Ir. 

fact, Pakistan at one point decided'unilaterally to revert 

to government to government trade 'llli th India' • 43 Last but 

not least the lifting of restrictions in the fields of 

exports and culture, resulting in exchange of artists, and 

cricket teams between India and Pakistan, helped to consoli

date the process of normalisation bet'W9en the two countries. 

-----------------------------
40. The Hind~!Llli§!.§. (Ne\\1 Delni), 7 February 1978. 

41. The EcQ!!Q.!!!i£_Ti!!!~ (New Delhi), 6 April 1978. 

42. Ibid. 

43. S.D.Muni. 1 ''l..fajor Developments in India's ~oreign Policy 
and ttela'tions", Internat1Q!Jal Studies (New Delhi),vol.19, 
no, 1, January-i:1.arch, f9Bo, p. 81+. 
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Despite the euphobia about a normalisation of relations 

between the two countries, Kashmir remained the bone of 

contention bet'ween the two. Speaking at a banquet in honour 

of Mr.J"ames Callaghan, Foreign Secretary of Britain, General 

Zia-ul-llaq said that his country was striving to normalise 

relations 'With India but •real success• in this direction 

~ould be possible only if the 'Kashmir issue• was resolved in 

accordance with •UN Resolutions•. 44 Even at tbe time of 

Vajpayee•s visit, it ~as clear that Pakistan ~ill rake up the 

Kashmir issue. 45 

The attitude of Pakistan towards the _Muslims minority 

of India also remained the same. Thiw was evident ~ben 
. ' 

Mr.A..K.Brohi, Pakistan Minister for Religious Affairs told a 

London Conference that "67 million Muslims in India who 

constitute 12 per cent of the total Indian population were a 
46 victim of discrimination and neglect". Even on the aboli-

tion of visa between the two countries the response of 

Pakistan was one of rejection. 47 

J.ltrough Janata Party brought some warmth in relatio!'l 

'tlith the neighbouring countries and particularly with Pakistan 

--------
44. ~ Statesman (New Delhi), 14 January 197 8. 

45. The Indian EIQress (New Delhi), 6 February 1978. 

46. The Hin.dustan Times (New Delhi), 28 July 1978. · - ' 

47. The S~Il...~tandarg, (New Delhi), 22 October 1978. 
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through subtle changes in the conduct of foreign policy, 

on basic issues its policy remained one of supporting the 

basic premises on which Indian foreign policy has e~lved 

till today. This YJas manifest "When on the issue of 

declaring South Asia as a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone, Vajpayee 

said 'it YJas 'Wrong to seek to declare army possible region 

a nuclear ~apon - YJeapon-free zone' • Instead he said that 

YJhole YJOrld should be declared as a nuclear weapon-free 

zone. 48 

To conclude, it can be said that during the Janata 

period because of the Indian initiative and dynamism, India's 

relations YJith Pakistan .,as good and friendly. Though issues 

like Kashmir and minority questions continued to obstruct the 

normalisation process, it was proved beyond doubt that if 

there is a will on the part of political leadership to solve 

problems, tile step-by-step approach and the confidence 

building approach could go a long way in creating harmony 

between tha two co~,;.11tries. 

----------------------------
48. I,be Times of Ind_!_! (New Delhi), 8 February 1978. 
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Chap~.Ji 

!'HE INDIRA GANDHI YEARS: 1980..8lt-

In the General Elections conducted under the Caretaker 

Ministry of Prime Minister Chaudhary Charan Singh, Congress 

Party again c~e to polfer under tbe leadership of Mrs. Indira 

Gandhi. Mrs. Gandhi's return to power coincided with the 

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan on 26 December 1979 which 

was of considerable significance for the sub-continent as a 

whole because for the first time a super power came very close 

to the sub-continent and threatened its security. 

This event is very significant as far as Indo-Pak 

relations are concerned because ·this event converted Pakistan 

into a 'frontline state• in US gao-strategic perception '~lith 

the consequent arms transfer to Pakistan and its impact on 

India• s security. 

India viewed the Afghanistan crisis in the context of 

overall situation, with the Indian Prime Minister remarking 

that the Soviet involvement should be judged in the context 

of •outside interference• •1 India, unlike Pakistan, refused 

to accept the US and Chinese versions because she felt that 

an assessment of the Afghan crisis on the basis of out-of

date theories ~nd devoid of new realities would serve no 

useful purpose. The acceptance of the Soviet Union•s 

-----------------------------
1. Hindustan T~ (New Delhi), 7 January 1980. 
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expansionist policy as the sole or even the major fac~ 
- ---------

would be a simplistic ~alysis of the situation. Though 

India wanted immediate withdrawal of the Soviet troops, she 

recognised tha geo-political and strategic compulsions which 

motivated the Soviet action in Afghanistan. 2 

To defuse the Afghanistan crisis India followed a 

policy which was in harmony with its policy of non-alignment 

and non-interference in the affairs of other countries. 

Together with. the like mimed Asian countries she e:xerted 

pressure simultaneously on the Soviet Union to withdraw its 

forces from Afghanistan, and on the US, China and Pakistan 

not to use insurgency as an instrument of interference in the 

internal affairs of Afgbanistan.3 

Pakistan• s response to the Afghan crisis was totally 

opposed to that of India and -was in conjunction \lith the US 

and Chinese views. General Zia-ul-Haq and the official press 

called the Soviet action in Afghanistan as an act of blatant, 

open and naked aggression.4 In order to bridge t.he gulf, 

India sent Foreign Secretary, R.D. Sathe and S\l~ran Singh to 

-------.-------------
2. For details see Bimal Prasad, "India and Afghanistan Crisis", 

in K.P. Mishra (ed .), Afghanistan Cris!,! (Delhi, 1981 ), 
pp ·77-83. 

3. Bhawani Sen Gupta, Dl.LAfgban Syndrome: Houo Liye \d. th 
Soviet Po\ler ( Delhi; 1982), p .1 CJ7. 

4. wn, 4 January 1980. 
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Islamabad and received A.gha Shahi 1n New Delhi for talks on 

this issue. Sathe told the Pakistan ruling elite that 

India shared Pakistan's anxiety about the super power 
I 

military involvement in the region and·· appreciated Pcakistan' s 

defence needs and assured them that India had no intention of 
"-

taking any advantage of Pakistan• s problems. 5 But Sathe put 

it firmly that massive pumping of lethal weapons in the 

region would lead to tension in the region. 

Afghanistan crisis is significant for India also 

be cause it turned South Asia from a low priority area to one 

of the most important region of the world for the US 

strategists. The downfall of the Shah of Iran, 'the success 

of the national liberation movements in Yemen, Ethiopia, 

Mozambique and other rountries and above all the Soviet 

involvement in Afghanistan made South Asia, especially 

Pakistan and the Arabian sea, along with the Per.sian Gulf as 

the forefront region for the US from its peripheral importance. 6 

American strategists began to believe that the Soviet 

intervention :i. n Afghanistan was just a prelude to So~et 

entry into Middle East to capture the oil wells which were 

--------------·------------------
5· I!mes of India (New Delhi), 6 February, 1980. 

6. Zalmay Kbalilzad "rhe Strategic Sigl'lificance of South 
Asia", Curr~,nt Hls~ (Philadelphia ~ vol.81, no..475, 
May 1982, p .196. -
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the lifeline for the industries of the US and West Europe. 

To counter this, they evolved a strategy under Jimmy Carter, 

known as •carter Strategy'. This ~as outlined in centre's 

• State or the Union' message on 23 Jal\lary 1980 -

"Any attempt by any outside forces to gain control of 

the Persian Gulf region, ~ill be regarded as an assult on 

the vital interests of the USA and such an assult will be met 

by any means necessary including military force".? 

The doctrine was .later on e%panded to cover threats 

from ~itbin the region itself which gave shape to the Rapid 

Deployment Force (RDF) based in USA
1 

ani the search for bases I 

access to airfields and ports to support the RDF, and the US 

ships in the Indian Ocean was intensified. 

Francis Fukuyama in a study sponsored by the Rand 

Corporation had re co mended the rearming of Pakistan. 8 This 

resulted in Pakistan being made as the 'policeman• of tbe 

Arabian sea and the Persian Gulf, the role which has earlier 
.. 

been assigned to the Shah of Iran. President Carter announced 

a package of ~400 million to Pakistan to bolster its security 

measures but General Zia rejected it as 'peanuts' and not 

------------------
?·As quoted in R.G. Sawhney, ~~akistan: Implication 

for India's §.~rit:t (Ne~ Delbi;--:r985), p.iS. -

8. See Francis Fukuyama1 The S~~r}..t-I of Pa~an: !LTrip 
Report (California, 19]Mr;-
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adequate to meet the security requirements of Pakistan. 

Later, Ronald Reagan, after assuming power as the President 

of the USA, upgraded this to ~3.2 billion evenly divided 

between military and economic aid. The $3.2 billion aid was 

in addition to ~ 1 .1 billion for purchasing 40 F'-16 airc rafts. 9 

The Reagan administration embarked upon this massive programme 

of militarisation because it was deeply concerned byPakista.n•s 

security, as justified by Jane Coon, Deputy Assistant Secretary 

for Near East and South A.sia before the US senate conmittee on 

Foreign Afiairs. US Under Secretary James Buckley am 
Secretary of State Casper Weinberger also justified the aid 

package on the basis of the security needs of Pakistan and for 

making the South West Asian region free from the Soviet 

influence. 

The flo,; of arms made India restive because they were 

not only in e:xcess of the requirements for Pakistani defence 

purposes but the nature of arms also made India suspicious 

about the intensions of Pakistani elites. 10 Many of the 

weapons that Pakistan had sought to obtain from the United 

States, like the Harpoon Sea Skimming Missiles,· F-16 aircrafts 

9. For detaiis, see IJ!ela Yadav "Pakistan• s Foreign Policy: 
An Analysis of Pakistan's Relations with the United States 
of .America=1 ~in Surendra Chopra, ferspec!fives_Qn Paki!t..~~§.. 
lt,oreign PQ.:Y&Y (Amritsar, 1983) 

1 o. K.D. Sharma, "State of Indo-Pak Relations-", Mainstream 
(New Delhi), 23(24), February 9, 1985, pp.6-10. 
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could not be used ef1 ectively on the Afghan border. Again 

India opposed this sUpply because it led to an arms race 1n 

the sub-continent whicll would make India divert her much 

needed economic resources towards develop~ent of the Indian 

military muscle. 

Many US analysts also cautioned against a hasty 

commitment of arms to Pakistan. Se-nator Patrie Moynihan 

advocated a pro-Indian policy based on an appreciation of 

potential Indian military strength. Speaking to the Senate 

in July 1982 Senator John Glenn called for a broader defini

tion of the • are of crisis 1 area. In his opinion American 

strategic policy s:tx>uld be directed towards_ viewing tre 

entire Indian Ocean littoral as one single strategic area. 

In this area, India, he believed, with its strategic location 

and its demographic and economic strength was the mos_t 

important state in the .arc. 

Pakistan 1 s proposal of a •No-war Pact 1 with India 

which Zia-ul- Haq expounded in 1981 should be viewed in this 

perspective of Pakistan• s desire to convey the US congressmen 

that Pakistan was trying to improve its relations with India. 

This proposal was made as a footnote to a statement while 

accepting US .3.2 billion economic and military aid on 

1 5 September 1981. But India was informed formally about 

this proposal only on 22 NoveUlbe r 1981. 11 The con te:xt and 

---------------
11. Sawhney, n.7, p.92· 
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the manner of the proposal made the Government of India. 

doubtful about the genuineness of the proposal. Even thAn, 

Mrs.Gandhi responded on 2~ November by saying that India ~as 

willing to talk about a •No-war Pact' if Pakistan was serious 

about it. 

It must be recalled that all Indian Prime Ministers 

had repeatedly offered Pakistan a •No-war Pact' • It started 

.,ith Nehru in 1949 and was follo.,ed up by Lal Bahadl.ir 

Shastri (1965), Mrs.Indira Gandhi (1968) and Morarji Desai 

(1977). The offer 'Was again repeated wmn Foreign Minister 

Narasimba Rao paid a visit to Islamabad in February, 1980. 

But on all these occasions Pakistan turned down the offer on 

one ground or the other. 12 

Justifying the proposal Agha Shahi said in June 1981, 

at the time of Narasimha Rao•s visit to Pakistan that his 

country felt that since fears were being expressed in India 

about the acquisition of military equipment by his country, 

a mutual commitment on non-aggression would allay these 

fears. 13 

------------·------------------------
12. See S.M. Burke, "India's Offer of.aNo-war Declaration 

to Pakistan: It.s History and Impact", Pakistan Horizon 
vol.25, no.1, 1972. · · 

13. Stat~n., 30 January 1982. 
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In:iia, on 1 ts part, suggested that the major hurdles 

at the preliminary stage on the issue were the problems 

related with the interpretation of the principle of non

alignment and bilateralism. According to the Indian percep

tion, commitment to the principle of non-alignment 'rUled out 

allowing mUitary bases and maintained that one who offered 

such bases became part of another country's •strategic 

consensus•. The principle of bilateralism also obligated 

the two countries concerned to settle their disputes without 

invoking any outside agency. 14 

Although the first round of talks went well, the 

atmosphere for the second round of talks in Pakistan was 

vitiated and R.D.Sathe's Islamabad visit was temporarily 

cancelled on account of vitriolic attack against India during 

the deliberations of the Human Rights conference. It was a 

deliberate attempt by Pakistan to communicate to India that 

their view on a •No-war Pact• did not involve any change in 

their stand on Kashmir. 15 

India maintained that a comprehensive peace treaty 

with Pakistan was more desirable than a •No-war Pact•. 

A-ccording to India <no-war' would not guarantee peace. The 

14 • .A.s cited in Surendra Chopra, Post-Siffi+a Indo-Pak Relations: 
QontrontatiQU_~Deescalatiou~ew Delhi, 19BS5, p.23B:----

15. K .Subrabmanyam, •'No-war Pact: The International Background 11
) 

Strategic .Al.l§lysi§., vol. 5, no .12, March 1982, pp. 650-55. 
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cuncept of renunciation of force to solve major problems 

between the t'4K> countries was in any case, inherent in 

Simla Agreement. 

But Pakistan was not very enthusiastic about the 

'Treaty of Peace and Friendship' mainly because of two 

reasons. Firstly, it feared that it would bind Pakistan 

not to offer bases to any foreign country which, in turn, 

would 'impinge' on its sovereignty. Secondly, Islamab~d 

feared that it would be •sucked into a wider treaty' 

because of New Delhi's treaty with Moscow on ·similar Unes. 16 

The delegations of both the countries had prolonged 

discussions on Pakistan's proposal of a •No-war Pact• and 

India's proposal of a Friendship Treaty but no conclusive 

outcome has yet been arrived at. The different perceptions 

regarding bilateralism and grant of military bases to 

external powers proved to be the unbridgable chasm. It has 

been reported that Pakistan was not prepared to make a 

commitment on the bases as long as its western border remained 

troubled •17 

A notable development took place in Indo-Pak relatio~s 

when the two countries agreed to institutionalise bilateral 

--------·-----
16. Surendra Chopra, n.14, p.239. 

17. Th~ Tim§s (London), 2 July 1982. 
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contacts for the first ti::ne in 35 years. India proposed the 

settL~g up of a joint commission. 18 It envisaged looking 
•, 

after a variety of activities in which cooperation between 

the tw countries could be sought. These included fields 

like economic, trade, industrial, educational.~ health, 

cultural, consular, tourism, trave 1, information and 

scientific and technical spheres. The agreement ~as initiated 

by the P'oreign Secretaries and signed by the Foreign Mini ste rs 

during the Non-aligned summit in March 1983 at Delhi. 

In the event, four sub-commissions each dealing with 

specified problems ~ere instituted. Sub-commission I on 

economic matters dealt ~ith industry, agriculture, commu~ica

tions, health, science and technology. Sub-commission II 

dealt ~ith trade, sub-commission III was entrusted ~ith 

information, education, culture, sports and social sciences, 

~hilesub-coamission IV grappled with matters relating to 

travel, tourism, etc. 19 

Both sides also agreed to recommend to their govern

ments a cut in the postal rates by 15 to 20 per cent and 

improvement in teleco!DDunication facilities. The two sides 

------------------------------
18. Mrs.Gandhi made the proposal of incorporating self

executing machinery such as Joint Commission at Simla 
~hich was not accepted by B~to at that time. See, 
Brig .A.R.Siddiqui, 11The India-Pakistan Roulette", 
The Muslim, 2 June 1983, as cited in Chopra, n.14,p.239. 

19. Surendra Chopra, n.14, p. 240. 
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also e:xW ways and means of a voiding double ta:xatio!l. 

the field of agriculture the t'Wo sides agreed to find out the 

possibility of co-operation ·between institutions in the field 

of agriculture research. It was also decided that delegations 

may also be exchanged in the field of science and technology 

to suggest measures for cooperation in tre fiel:i of energy, 

metallurgy, marine science, genetic engineering, bio-tech nolo g~·. 

medical research, environment and optics. It 'Was also agreed 

to encourage visits of businessmen and industrialists so that 

some areas may be indentified for collaborations bety.Een the 

two countries for setting-up joint projects. 20 

Although the agreement ~as 'Widely, hailed in both 

countries but nothing concrete could be achieved in areas like 

trade, tourism and exchange of information. 

In fact, despite this agreement, there arose some 

issues 'Which bedevilled Indo-Pak. relations further. These 

issues 'Were - Pakistan's alleged involvement in the extremist 

problem of India's Punjab state, conflict over the possession 

of Siachen Glacier a!"ld above all Pakistan 1 s nuclear activity. 

In the month of November 1983, Mrs.Gandhi made a 

refe renee to 'foreign hand 1 behind the disturbance in Punjab 

and threat from across the border a..11d 'tne arms race .accentuated 

by Pakistan. But President Zia-ul-Haq denied all this in an 

20. Ibid., p .241 • 
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inte rvie'-1 to 'Times' magazine saying that the Indians are 

only looking for scapegoats and described the comments as 

very unfair and unjust. 21 

There were reports in Indian press that Sikh;~: 

terrorists ~re trained in Pakistan22 by the CI.A. and that 

Pakistan was the main supplier of arms to the extremists in 

Punjab. Kven General Zia-ul-Haq conceded the possibility of 

terrorists in Punjab acquiring a large quantity or arms from 

his country through smuggling and other sources, in an 

interview to an Indian· magazine 'India Today' •2 3 It '-laS 

reported that one camp for training the Sikh extremists was 

located on the border of Amri tsar in Kasur while anotbe r wa ~ 

in Kabuta close to Kashmir border. Other two '-lere at some 

distance, one at Eminabad in Guj ranwala district about 40 kms. 

to North-West of Lahore and fourth one '-las at Mianwa11. 24 

The role of Pakistani TV :.:..n showing e:xaggerated 

accounts of happenings in Punjab also came for criticism in 

Indian press. 25 It ,_as reported that they were showing the 

21 • Times of India (Ne'-1 Delhi), 27 June 1984. 

22 • .Jl.!!lQ_ustan .. I!mes (New Delhi), 27 June 1984 

23. T!._~QL!n.J!i! (New Delhi), 29 June, 1984. 

24. For details see V.D.Chq_pra, "Agony of Punjab",..!:Mt:iQt 
(New Delhi), 18 June 1984 •. 

25. Hindusta!!_Iim~§. (New Delhi), 31 August 1984. 
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inflamatory speeches of Bhindrn~ala and taking ~nd~e interests 

in the demonstrations held by some Sikhs in London, vancouver 

and New York. It also showed, on 12 June, some Sikhs carrying 

playca.rds • Indira another Hitler', buming of the tricolour 

and ~!sting a Khalistani flag atop a Delhi Gur~dwara. The 

p~rpose obviously was to incite the Sikh living ~ithin the 
26. 

vie~ing range of the Pakistani TV. 

The Pakistani press, on its part, characterized the 

army action in Golden Temple as equivalent of an army storming 

the Ka'aba or tbe Vatican, 27 as a violation of human rights of 

the Sikh community. 28 Mrs.Ga~dhi was viewed as being in the 

company of General Dyer and 'General' Hitler. 29 They also 

emphasized about the 'pmney character• of Indian secularism 

and pointed out that the recent events had clearly spelled the 

end of the policy of assimilation, strengthening the Sikh's 

urge to preserve their religio~s and c~ltural identity and 

their historical personality.30 

--------------------------------------
26. Indian E~r~!! (New Delhi), 16 June 1984. 

27. Muslim, 8 June 1984. 

28. Ibid. 

29. Jun~, 12 June 19 84. 

30. Dawn, 14 June 1984; ]'or a historical review of the Muslim 
League's policy of weaning tiJe Sikhs away and thus under
mining India's secular foundations, see P.K.S.Namboodiri, 
"P akistan• s Deception", ..ll!llonal Heralf! {New Delhi), 
8 December 1984. 
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The matter of Pakistan's complicity in supporti""lg 

the terrorists ~as taken up by Foreign Secretary M.K. 

Rasgotra 'tllith Pakistani ~oreign Secretary Niaz Na.ik at 

their Udipur meeting in March 1984. At that meeting 

Rasgotra said, "VJe can look forward to the era of peace and 

friendship. But this was possib,le only ~hen Pakistan stops 

interfering in India's internal affairs". 31 

IA.tring the birthday celebrations of Guru Nanak in 

Nankana Sahib in November 1984, Pakistan allowed foreign 

based anti-Indian Sikh activists and certain American, 

Canadian and British citizens of Indian origin to indulge 

in anti-India propaganda.32 

' Although, an agreement between the t,io countries was 

was signed by the Information Ministers on 8 July 1984 to 

eschew hostile propagama, 33 tt1ere ~as no let up in Pakistan's 

support for the extremists. The issue thus continued to 

embitter tr1e relationship bet\.·een the two countries. 

Dispute over Siachen Glacier also strained the 

relationship between India and Pakistan during the period 

-------------------------
31. As cited in Inderjit, "Punjab, Pakistan and India", 

The Tribun~, 26 June, 1984. . 

32. For a hard hitting cornnent on the publication of supple
ments in various newspapers and expression of sympathy 
for Khalistan 2 see,Vie~Qint Indo-Pa~istan Tensio~, 
22 November 1984, as cited in Chopra, n."1"'1+, 

33. The Tribu~ (Chandigarh), 10 July 1984. 
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under study. It ;was essentially a fallout or the Kashmir 

problem but had assumed importance only recently. The 

problem arose because the boundary bet-ween India and ·Pakistan 

;was never demarcated in that regio~. 

The centre of discord is a 75 k:n. long and 2.8 km. 

1Mide glacier which lies in the hea.rt of the 640 km. long 

Karakoram range. It is t~ second largest glacier in Asia. 

A.t the head of the Siachen Glacier lies a pass calle_d Indira 

Col (5, 760 metre high). It is strategically very important 

to India, Pakistan and China because, to its east lies Tibet

Sinkiang Road through Aksae-Cbin and to its north is the 537 

mile long Karakoram Highway built across the Khunjerab pass 

which gives easy access to the Chinese to reach the Indian 

Ocean, the Persian Gulf and Africa. 34 

For almost thirty years the border in the region 

remained peaceiul. :C.ven during the 19_65 and 1971 wars tbe 

area remained more or less unaffected. But a different kind 

of warfare started 1Mhich a distinguished expert on strategy 

calls 'Orographic Warfare'. From 1974 Pakistan launched a 

well thought out plan to capture Siachen Glacier. It opened 

up tbe Karakoram region to foreign expeditions from its side 

of Kashmir. This practice of pushing foreign expeditions 

--------
34. P .M.Pasricha, "The Siachen Glacier: An orographic 

Offensive by Pakistan," Strat~ic Analysis, vo1.9, no.9, 
December 1985, pp.853-60. -
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through its controlled terri tory into India in an area wre re 

there is no line of control and publishing this fact has paid 

it dividends. 3 5 Apa:-t from tbe royalty - 11 • 6 lakh rv.pee s 

in 1984- and the invisibles which Pakistan earned from the 

mountaineering expeditions, it also won a cartographic war. 

Many maps issued by the United States, the UN, the Reader• s 

Digest A.tlas, Atlas prepared by EncyclOpeadia Britanica sho"Wed 

the glacier to be a. part of Pakistan.36 

Alarmed by these reports the policy planners in India 

took up the orographic challenge seriously. The Indian army 

organized its own mountaineering expeditions manned by 

e:xperlenced mountaineers, the first one led by Col.N .Kumar 

(1978), second by Brigadier Thadani (1981) and the third again 

by Kumar ( 1981). 

In re~liation, Pakistan reportedly set up 1 ts military 

posts in 1983-84 manned by some of the elite units of the 

Pakistan army, fully armed with high altitude kit and· tent 

procured from western countries, particularly Sweden. As the 

ingress from Pakistani side is far more hazardous, the 

presence of these soldiers came as a surprise to the Indian 

intelligence agencies.37 In order to avoid repetition of 

35· Preeti Singh, "Pakistani Eyes on Siachen Glacier", 
PatriQ.t. (New Delhi), 31 May 1985. 

36. As cited in Surendra Chopra, n.14l p.179; Mir .Abdul A.ziz, 
"Siachen Part of Baltistan", Morn ng New~ (Karachi), 
30 March 1986. 

37. Chopra, n.14, p.179. 
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Aksai-Chin, a battalion of the Kumaon Regiment and a unit 

of weather-beaten and altitude hardened Ladakh scouts were 

reportedly airlifted by New Delhi on 29May 1~~84 to man 

the important po si.tion in one of the world's worst, most 

inhospitable terrains, whe1·e even daily supplies cannot be 

carried either by men or beasts. 38 Tms, India had to use 

French made Cheetas and Russian MI-8 to do the job in the 

glacier. 39 

A serious clash took place on 23 June 1984 when 

troops of the two countries clashed for the first time 
, 

following a Pakistani attempt to take Bila.fond La. 40 But 

the Pakistani forces were beaten back. Pakistan made 

another attempt to capture the are~ .J.n December 1984 but 

once again the attempt was foiled. 

The area attracted Pakistan• s attention as a loophole 

by occuping which the Indian control of Ladakh could be 

undermined in any future conflict. In Pakistani han:ls, the 

Siachen gives tremendous logistic advantage to it apart 

from making Pakistan• s occupied territory contiguous to the 

Chinese occupied area of Aksai-Cbin. It also allo~s China 

-----------------------·-------------
38. As cited in Chopra, n.14, p.180, Janes D~fence Weekly, 

6 July 1985, p.tl. 

39. The Hindu, 11 June 1985. 

40. Hindustan Tim!t§. {New Delhi), 4 October 1987. 
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a leverage against tre Soviet troops stationed in the Wakhan 

strip about 450 km. to the North.~1 The problem remained 

intractable during the period under study. 

Pakistan's nuclear activity in recent times a~ the 

US attitude towards this programme bas also severely harmed 

Indo-Pak relationship. The reports that Pakistan has eitber 

already acquired the nuclear weapons or on the verge of 

acquiring it got impetus when A.~. Khan claimed that Pakistan 

had reached uranium enricnnent capability and if their Govern

ment decided the Pakistani scientists were in a position to 

make the bomb. He also asserted that Pakistan had left I'"td ia 

behind in this sphere and had done it in only seven years 

which took the European Consortium (U.K., West Germany and 

Netherlands) 20 years to do that. Pakistan, according to 

Khan, had achieved this technological capability in regard 

to uranium enrichment reached so far only by the us, US3R, 

}ranee, China and the Euxopean Consortium.~2 In February 

19 84, Dr.Khan' s claim about Pakistan's success in urbanium 

enrichment was corrobarated by Senator Cranston. President 

Zia, however, maintained that it was not weapons grade.~3 

41. Dona SUri, "Glacier ChillirJg Indo-Pak Ties," The Tribune 
(Chandigarh), 8 June 1986. 

42. Nawa-e-Wagt., 10 February 1984. 

43. The Tribune (Chandigarh), 3 March 1985. 
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There were speculations at that time that China might 

be co-operating with Pakistan in her nuclear programme. A 

report in t~ •Ne'fl York Times' revealed that China is assist

ing Pakistan in its uranium enrichment prograrmne. 

In fact, China• s involvement in Pakistan's nuclear 

programme bad been a subject of speculation much before the 

report in the •Ne,_, York Times'. Bhutto pointed out the 

Chinese connection in his death cell, saying: 

In the light of recent developments which have 
taken place, my si~le mo~t important achievement 
which I believe will dominate the portrait of my 
public life is the agreement which I arrived at 
after an assiduous and tenacious endeavour spanni'1g 
over eleven years of negotiations. In the present 
conte:xt the agreement of mine concluded in .rune 
1976, 'flill perhaps be my greatest achievement and 
contrib~~ion to the survival of our people and our 
nation. 

A noted Indian analyst maintains that Chinese help 

to Pakistan consisted of tra.."l.sfer of nuclear 'fleapon design 

information, assista~ e in set~ ing up an enrichment plant, 

supply Of nuclear test data, the conduct of a nuclear test 

on Pakistan•s beh&1f~the supply of heavy water and the 

transfer of plutonium reprocessing technology. 45 

The Chinese help to Pakistan 'flas not only to make 

Pakistan equal to India. in the nuclear field but also to _ _._._ _____ ._.._.... ___ ._... ______ _ 
44. Z .A.Bhutto, U...L~ Assassinated (Delhi, 1979), p·.203. 

45. ~ee P.K.S.Namboodiri, "Sino-Pak Nuclear Deal", Times of 
India (New Delhi) 7 and 8 October 1982· by tnesane-
author in Str~teglc Analis!§. (Ne\i Delhi~, "China-Pakistan 
Nuclear Axis?", vol:-b,no.?, October 1982, pp.40?-17· 
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minimise India's influence in the region. Also, Ch~na. ,.,·ith 

the help of Pakistan hoped to project its influence not only 

in South-Asia but also in ~est Asia and the Islamic world 

'Which had then becnme the focal point for China.~ 46 

From the Chinese point of vie'W a. nuclear Pakistan may 

have a Soviet angle too. China visualised Pakistan to fill 

the gap in South-West Asia in the nuclear containment of the 

USSR. Chinese believed that it is South-West Asia 'Which is 

the t::irget of the Soviet Union in its attempt to reach the 

,ar .. ..n 'Water ports of West Asia. 

The reports of theft of certain secrets by a Pakistani 

scientist; illegal purcJ.1ase of corninodities by the Pakistanis 

in the 'West and their clandestine export to Pakistan had also 

made India.•, policy-planners suspicious about the real Pakistani 

intentions. It 'WaS reported that Pakistan had entered into an 
, 

agreement \lith a French company and chose 'plutonium route• 

to bomb clandestinely.47 

There are some people "WhO claim that Pakistani nuclear 

option is a response to tm Indian one. But it should be made 

clear that in 1972 itself (India exploded its first nucle~r 
' 

device on 18 May 1974) Bhltto had called a m€:eting of the 

46. Ibid. 

47. B.M.Kaushik and O.N.Hehrotra, t:!kistani N,!!£]&a;r Bomb 
(N 9\1 De lhi ' 1 9 80) • 
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nuclear scientists and ordered them to make the bomb within 

three years. 48 So, Pakistani bomb cannot be interpreted as 

a response to Indian one. 49 

Conmenting on Zia' s contribution towards Pakistan• s 

nuclear development an eminent Indian al'lalyst writes: 

The credit ror conceptual design and the 
foundation of Pakistan• s nuclear infrastructure 
belongs to Bhutto but the credit for taking · 
Brut to's nuclear ambitions to their logical 
conclusion - by developing Pakistan's nuclear 
weapons potential and by developing Paki stan• s 
nuclear presence in regio!)81 ana international 
affairs - belongs to Zia. J 

Zia availed the opportunity provided by the Soviet 

intervention in Afghanistan and us interests in the region 

to project a policy of nuclear ambiguity. While continuing 

with its policy of making nuclear weapons he tried to escape 

the US wrath by not conducting a nuclear test in public.51 

By this Pakistan benefited a lot because although Washington 

continued to p reclaim its commitment to stop the ruclear 

proliferation in the world, it ignored Pakistan's activity 

and even amended the Symington and Glenn Acts to allow 

Pakistan to get the US aid. 

48. Ibid. 

49. Ashok Kapur, ~akistan~~£!~_Qeyelopment (~ew York, 
1987), P• 

50. Ibid., pp.182-83. 

51. Ibid., p.185. 
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To show the world that its nuclear programme was 

peaceful, Pakistan made several proposals to India during 

this period. It -would be worthy;hile to examine the merits 

of these proposals. 

The first was that I~dia and Pakistan should jointly 

sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). India 

rejected the NPT as a pseudo arms control measure which 

s 01.1ght to 'disarm the unarmed' while leaving tbe five nuclear 

weapon states free to indulge in nuclear weapon.s build-up. 

India branded the treaty as discriminatory because it did not 

consider the vertical proliferation but only sought to ru.rb 

the horizontal one.52 As against this, Pakistan has refused 

to sign it only because India has not signed it. This clearly 

showe~the underlying motivations behind Indian and Paki~t.ani 

postures. 

The second proposal was that of making South Asia a 

nuclear weapon free zone for which Pakistan introduced, i., 

the First Committee of the US General Assembly, a resolution 

on 28 October, 1974. The Pakistani proposal was in clear 

violation of principle 3 of UN study which categoriCAlly 

refers to the need for obtaining a regional consensus before 

such proposals are brought for consideration in the UN. On 

the other band, Pakistan requested the Secretary General of 

-------------------------
52. See K.Subrahmanyam, "India's Attitude Towards the NPT", 

in Bupendra Jasani (ed.), Nucl~ar P rolifention 
Problems {Stockholm, 1974), p. 



the u~r to convene a conference of the South-Asian stA.tes. 

The reasons for this proposal -«as obviously prompted by the 

Indian nuclear explosion of 1974-.53 

The Indian position on this issue was that South Asian 

states were surrounded by nuclear weapons states or countries 

belonging to their alliance. South Asia could not be thus 

considered in isolation for purposes of creating a nuclear 

weapon free-zone because South Asia was an integral part of 

the Asian and pacific region. The presence in the region of 

nuclear weapons, the alliances with nuclear weapons states ar:d 

the existence of foreign military bases had to be taken into 

account in the examination of any proposal for the establish

ment of a nuclear weapon free-zone in Asia and Pacific.54 

The Pakistani proposal which excluded China was 

perceived in India as yet another instance of Pakistani 

collaboration with external power to countervail India, gi ve!"l 

the fact that India faced threat to its security from nuclear 

China with its ICBM capabilities. 

The third proposal was that both countries should agree 

to s;;1bmit all their nuclear facilities to international safe

guards. This proposal also suffered from the same pattern of ___________ ._, ___ __ 
53. T.T.Poulose, "The Politics of Nuclear Free-Zones and 

South Asia", PacifiS Comm~l'!~I (Tokyo), vol.8, no.3, 
April 1977, pp.$$0-?1. 

54. The Hindusta!L.I.imes-. 13 November 1974. 
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divergence between India's globalism and Pakista~•s bilatera

lism on the nuclear question. India was not against the 

principles of safeguards per se but against their irrational 

application "only to the developing countries where the 

chances of tne ir misuse were the least". India argued that 

safeguards and nuclear disarmament must go together. It 

pointed out that if only tne world 1 s uranium enrichment and 

plutonium separation plants - the sources of weapon material -

were put under international control, safeguard on other 

material equipment and reactors would be unnecessary.55 

The fourth proposal was that of mutual renunciatio~ of 

nuclear weapons. It was yet an~ther way of imposing the NPT 

on India. Indian nuclear policy bas always been based on 

global considerations, particularly as part of its quest for 

genuine nuclear disarmament at the glooal level. India 

refused to give up the nuclear option so long as nuclear 

weapons remain the currency of global power and their build

up continued. 56 

To conclude, 1 t can be said that during this period 

also, which deals with Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's second 

term, India tried to establish good relationship with Pakistan. 

-------------------------------
55. C.Raja.Mohani "India's Nuclear Diplomacy", Strategic 

~l~s!!, vo .9, no.11, .ilebruary 1986, p.10'B1. 

56. 5ee K.K.Patbak, ~l:l~lear P2.!1£:t: of India (New Delhi, 
1980) 

1 
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Foreign Minister Narasimba Rao even "Went to the extent of · 

saying that India has an abiding interest in making Pakistan 

stable and strong in the changed situation (after the Soviet 

intervention in Afghanistan) o But the psychological factor 

continued to play an important part in Pakistan's perCeption 

and nothing concrete "Was achieved during this period, 

not"Withstanding the estaulishment of the joint commissio~o 

Indo-Pak relations slumped over a host Of issues, notably, 

Pakistan•s interference in Punjab, Siachin Glacier anct the 

nuclear programme o In the event, Pakistan's offer of a 

•No-war Pact' a':ld India's counter proposal for a "Treaty of 

Peace and Friendship" remained at best meaningless gestures o 
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cp 8.Q te _r_y 

CONCLUSION 

India's relationship with its neighbour Pakistan is 

one of the most important asJects of its foreign policy. 

ThiS is because Pakistan is India's immediate neighbour 

and \lias an integral part of India oefore 1947. But the 

relationship between the two countries has been from the 

very beginning, marked by acrimony and suspicion. It is 

an irony of history that though the partition plan was 

accepted by the Indian leaders on tbe conviction that it 

would lead to peace and tm.rmony in the sub-continent, it 

resulted in a war within a short period after the partition. 

The traumatic experience of partition in 1947'was a 

~ajor factor in determining the perceptions of the political 

leaders of both the countries and it got mixed up with the 

pre-partition rivalry of the Congress and the Muslim League • 

.4.dded to these were some of the minor factors like minority 

problem, transfer of resources, river water dispute, border 

problem which arose after the partition. 

India tried to maintain good relation with Pakistan 

and made it very clear that i.t 'Wanted a stable and strong 

Pakistan which could determine its future according to the 

wishes of its people. In fact, every government in New Delhi 

has proposed a •No-War Pact• to Pakistan from 1948 o~ards 

to nonnalise the relationship and usher in a new era of 
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peace ani understanding. But Pakistan• s quest for parity 

~ith India, its narro,_ political base and the problem of 

national integration dictated its attitude to~ards India. 

India's policy tovards Pakistan cannot be seen in 

isolation of the super-powers rivalry during the cold ,_ar. 

In fact 1 the conflicting interests of the US and USSR 

impinged on the regional conflict and gave it a complicated 

form. Pakistan• s quest for parity with Iniia coincided 'Nith US 

search for an ally in South Asia to contain the Communist 

expansion in this area. And this resulted in Pakistan 

joining the ,_est sponsored military alliances like $.J.TO 

and CENTO in 1954. 

India's oojection that it "Would bring the cold ,_ar 

to the doors of the sub-continent which would come in the 

way of India's policy of keeping the region free from the 

influence of outside po'Wers, fell on deaf ears. India also 

felt, as bas been vindicated since 1 that it wil~ start an 

arms race in the region ,_ith both the countries compelled 

to divert their scarce resources to meet their security 

needs. 

After the Sino-Indian war of 1962, Pakistan started 

hobnobbing \!lith China only to seek the parity ~ith India. 

This clearly sho,_ed that Pakistan could develop friendship 

with any country if it was convinced that such a friends~tp 

would help it, counter India. 
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The year 1971 posed the gravest threat to Indian 

security as a result of Pakistan• s internal situation and 

the emerging U.S.-Pakistan-China axis. The war of 1971 

was a watershed in the history of the sub-continent because 

it changed the geo- strategic equation of south-Asia in 

India's favour and a rew nation, Bangladesh was created by 

India's efforts. The war also exploded the myth of t'tK>

nation theory, the very reason d'etre of Pakistan. 

But even in the changed circumstances
1

India did not 

take undue advantage of Pakistan• s weakness and offerPd the 

hand of friendship to Pakistan. As a result of this on 

2 July 11972 Simla Agreement was signed bet we en Mrs .Gandhi 

and Premier Bhu tto • 

The significance of Simla Agreement lay in the fact 

that for tbe first time Pakistan accepted in principle the 

Indian position of bilateralism ani peaceful settlement of 

disputes. India always wante~ that tre problems bet~en 

the two countries should be solved by mutual consensus 

between themselves without involving any third party'. But 

Pakistan had always Svllght the help o1 outside powers to 

neutralise India's natural advantage in this region. By 

persuading Pakistan to accept the cease-fire line 

established on 17 December,1971 in Kashmir, India sought t) 
, 

end the influence of outside powers in relation to In:lo-

Pak issues. 
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The period after 1972 saw India and Pakistan signing 

ma.ny agreements and toning up the relationship somewhat • 

.A.nd this points out tl~ significance of representative and 

democratically elected government in Pakistan. India has 

alYJays dreamed off a representative government in Pakistan 

partially because of the liking in India for this type of 

government and partly because a democratically elected 

government wi.ll speak the voice of t~ people and will not 

resort to anti-India feeling to rally the people behind it 

as the military rulers often do. 

Consequently several agreements related to postal 

services (1974), telecoa1munication link (1974), travel 

facilities (1974), trade agreement (1975), agreement to 

restore civil aviation link ( 19'74) were signed betwee'i 

India am Pakistan. 

The year 1977 is significant in India's Pakistan 

policy because in the general elections of ttle_t year . a ne-w 

party,named Janata Party came to pow.ier at the Cent.re. The 

party not only criticised the C.ongre ss policy towards 1 ts 

neighbour but also sought to remedy it by propounding the 

concept of 'beneficial bilateralism'. In fact, during this 

period Indo-Pak relations reached their highest point. 

It is true that during the Nehru period the irrmediate 

neighbourhood was ignored in the overall Indian policy of 

maintaining good relations witb au the countries and 
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preserving peace in the -world. There -was ~ specific policy 

for the immediate neighbours. It was only after the Chinese 

debacle of 1962 that Indian policy became somewhat oriented 

to Asia and the neighbouroood. And thiS policy got its full 

e~presston during the Janata period itself. 

The Janata government not only expressed its desire 

not to interfere in the internal affairs of Pakistan but it 

actually did 1t1 even sometimes at the cost of suppo_rting 

military regime in Pakistan. When Zia-ul-Haq succeeded 

Bhutto by ove rthro"Wing bis democratically elected govern'llent 

in 1977, Janata Party not only dubbed it as an internal 

af1air of Pakistan but also e:xpressed its desire to seek 

ways to improve the re lationsbip. Again, wbe n the whole 

world demanded the release of Bhutto from the execution, 

the Janata Party kept silence just to show that it is 

sincere in its policy of non-interference in the internal 

af1airs of other countries. Even 'When reports came regard

ing sales of military equipment by US to Pakistan, Janata 

Party did not go all about in opposing it but dubbed it as 

sales pertaining to an ongoing programme going back several 

years for refurbishing of equipment previously supplied by 

the US to Pakistan. In fact these incidents went a long 

way in convincing the rulers of Pakistan about the genuine

ness of this policy. 
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The Janata Governnent also started a policy of 

economic accommodation even at too risk of giving some 

concessions to Pakistan. The signing of the Salal-Hydro

Electric Project is a case in point. Though critics poii"'Jt 

out that this "Was a sell out against Indian na t1onal 

interest, the Janata Goverr..ment stated that if it piOved 

beneficial in the long run, it "Was prepared to lose some

thing at present. The Janata Government also tried to 

improve relationship through personal contacts and vi sits 

by the high dignitaries of ooth the countries. The visit 

of Foreign Minister A.tal Be hari Vajpayee to Pakistan in 

1978 and his handling of the situation in Pakistan in a 

true statesman like manner 'Went a long in normal! sing the 

relationship bet~een the two countries. 

The detente provided by, the fields of sports and 

culture "Which resulted in many artists and sportsmen 

visiting each other also eased the relationship to a 'very 

great extent. 

Though relationship "Was highly improved during this 

period, Pakistan• s rigid stand on the Kashmir issue and her 

position on the Muslim ~rities of In1ia remained tre 

major irritants during the Janata period. ciimilarly on the 

issue of trade Pakistan• s fear of rndia (that Indian goods 

'WOuld S'Wamp the Pakistani market w!tl.cb "Would af feet her own 
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industries) came il'1 the \Way of Pakistan's acceptance of 

opening the trade between the t\WO countries in a big way. 

India during thiS period even tried to rectify the adverse 

balance of trade of Pakistan with Iniia by agreeing to 

import several items from faki stan. 

But Janata Government's policy tov.:ards Pakistan was 

not a radical shift from the previous government's policy 

tbough there were shifts in emphasis and the conduct of the 

foreign policy. This is evident \/ben Pakistan• s proposal 
l , 

for South-Asia as a nuclear weapon free zone was turned 

do~ by the government for the same reasons as ttJe previous 

Congress government bad done. 

As pointed out earlier, India's Pakistan policy 

cannot be viewed devoid of tbe super- po,ers activities and 

their interests in the immediate or the adjacent region. 

And this iS lllhat happened when Soviet Union intervened in 

Afghanistan in the last month of 1979. Tbi s development 

was interpreted by American strategists as an event of 

considerable significance because it would lead to Soviet 

expansion in the Middle Bast. Tbus following its policy 

of containing the Soviet Union, USA sought to convert 

Pakistan into atfrontline state' and started pouring sophisti

cated anns am ammunition in Pa.ki stan. It created suspicior! 

in Indian circles not only aoout the quantity of arms but also 

about their future use. 
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The nature of arms procured by Pakistan from tne US 

raised doubts about the real intentions of Pakistan. Though 

Pakistan justified its arms procurement programme on the 

ground of strengthening its defences against any possible 

attack by the Soviet union in the western areas of Pakistan., 
' a look on the nature of arms made it amply clear that 

Pakistan had India in mind and not t~ threat from 

Afghanistan. The Harpoon sea-skimming missiles and F-16 

aircrafts 'Which could not be used against Afghanistan and 

'WOuld be oetter suited in a confrontation ~ith India, proved 

this point. 

Pakistan• s offer of a 'no- "War pact' 'With India must 

be analysed on the basis of Pakistan• s desire to convey the 

feeling in the US that it is trying to improve the relation

ship "With India and not on basis of any attempt on its part 

to genuinely seek normalisation. And 'flhen India offered to 

sign a Friendship Treaty instead of the •No-,_.ar Pact• 

Pakistan's response "Was negative because it 'WOuld have 

forced Pakistan not to give its bases to any outside powers. 

During Mrs. Indira Gandhi's second term in office 

relations got strained because of the reported interference 

by Pakistan in the Punjab crisis. There were reports that 

Pakistan was not only supplying arms to the terrorists but 

was also training them. When India protested against this, 

Pakistan blamed India regarding the trouble in Sindh. 
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The Pakistani attempt to capture the Siachen Glacier 

also caused bitterness in the relationship. India viewed 

this attempt as part of Sino-Pak collaboration to minimise 

the influence of India in South Asia. 

But the most important issue which constantly created 

hurdles in any move to develop detente in the relationship 

was the Pakistani attempt to acquire nuclear weapons. ~bile 

Pakistan proclaimed that its nuclear programme -was for 

peaceful purposes, tbe veil of secrecy and the repo:r:ted 

clandestine efforts made India cautious. The reported Sino

Pak cooperation in this field also alarmed India. Through 

a clean move, i.e., not exploding a nuclear device Pakistan 

also tried to escape tbe -wrath of the US which not only 

ignored Pakistan• s ongoing nuclear programme but also 

amended the Symington and Glenn laws to allow it to· get 

tbe assistance in economic and military fields. India•s 

protests to the US regarding this fell on deaf ears. 

The notable developnents of this period 'Were the 

setting up of joint commissions and the institution of 

SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation). 

But these positive signs lost their significance when vie¥Jed 

in relation to the other fa.ctors which bedevilled the 

relationship. In fact, the policy Pakistan adopted during 

tbis period 'Was one of blov..'ing hot am cold at the same 

time. 
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Though India tried its best to convey the feeling 

that a strong Pakistan ~ould be in the security interest 

of India, Pakistan guided by the historical legacies and 

its perc-eption of India not only tried once again to 

achieve parity out through acquiring nuclear capability 

desired to put India on til: defenet'\;:~ .•. The rising interests 

of the US in this region came handy for General Zia-ul-Haq 

to put pressure on India. 
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